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ABSTRACT
Galaxy collisions come in many forms, from weak gravitational effects to complete destruc-
tion. Structures formed from gravitational interactions, such as, tidal arms or ring waves are well
documented in observation and understood through modeling. Though the full picture of these
collisions is not yet realized for gas rich collisions. The gas disks of directly colliding galaxies exert
a pressure on each other, in some cases transferring significant amounts of momentum between
galaxies. The direct contact between two gas rich disks produces a splashing of the gas clouds out
of each galaxy, hence the given name for these structures ‘splash bridges’. The displacement of this
splash of gas from its host galaxy is dependent on the relative column densities of the colliding gas.
The iconic images of interacting galaxies contain great examples of ringing disks, long tidal tails
of old stars and chaotic structures of gas illuminated by newly formed stars. The environments
and timescales for star formation in these splash bridges is not well understood. Neutral atomic
HI bridges have been observed between interacting galaxies with little to no stellar component,
suggesting a delay to star formation or none at all depending on the splash bridge environment.
In the case of the Taffy galaxies - UGC 12914/15, extensive observations have revealed not only a
radio continuum emitting gas, but HI gas, X-rays from hot diffuse gas and more H2 than exists in
the Milky Way coexist in the bridge. The origins of the H2 and large asymmetric distribution of
ISM (interstellar medium) are not clear. Recent observations of the Taffy galaxies by ALMA show
a complex structure on tens of parsec scales in the CO emitting gas. The complexity beginning
to be seen in splash bridges requires modeling collisional multiphase gas disks. Shocks produced
during direct interaction strongly influence the ability of these clouds to produce stars. To begin
to understand the fate of the ISM in interacting galaxies we developed an inelastic particle code
with shocks and cooling calculated on a subgrid level to study the gas in direct collisions between
galaxy disks. This allows us to track the temperature, density and dust fraction in each phase of
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ISM. We find that the morphologies of these splash bridges are most affected by the relative galaxy
density profiles, disk inclinations and central offsets in the collision. Weaker effects on morphology
are due to relative rotation sense and initial distributions of each phase of ISM. Our models show
that multiple phases of ISM with densities ranging over many orders of magnitude can be removed
from their host galaxies into a splash bridge, consistent with observations of known splash bridge
systems. This particle code using simple initial conditions also successfully creates complex ISM
structures such as long dense filaments and asymmetric ISM distributions similar to those observed
in splash bridges. Splash bridges may persist over several orders of magnitude in time, from as few
as tens of millions of years to one billion years. The mass of these bridges can exceed the gas mass
of the Milky Way for two Taffy-like galaxies colliding with a low central offset and inclination. Gas
rich galaxies that directly collide on a single pass trajectory may be a possible pathway for forming
what are known as ’dark galaxies’, large gas structures with no associated stellar component. Our
code enables us to study the types of shocks that are occurring within splash bridges. The number
distribution of high velocity shocks in cloud collisions, produced in our low inclination models, are
in agreement with those observed in the Taffy Galaxies with ALMA, (Appleton et al., 2019a) When
normalizing and binning the upstream velocities of the shocks over each entire run reveals that the
shape of the distribution is independent of the disk-disk impact parameters. The continuation of
shocks in the ISM for the entire integration time of about 120 Myr after the disk-disk collision
provides strong evidence for continued turbulence in splash bridges. Binning the shocks that occur
in 10 Myr time bins shows that the high velocity shocks (200-600 km s−1) from the disk-disk impact
decay on a time scale of a few million years into a cascade of lower velocity shocks. It is the lower
velocity shocks (< 100km s−1) that drive much of the prolonged turbulence. The shocks from the
initial disk-disk collision result in temperatures and densities in the ISM comparable to observa-
tions in UGC 12914/5 of a hot >106 K and cold (< 104 K) phase. The duration of the hot phase
depends on the strength of turbulence, which in turn has a dependence on the disk-disk impact
parameters. We find that inclination plays the strongest role in the maintenance of turbulence in
a splash bridge. Beyond approximately 30° inclination a strong temperature gradient forms in the
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splash bridge due to the rotations of the galaxies. The rotation causes a compression of distance
between gas clouds on one side of the splash bridge and a rarefaction between them on the other.
The compression leads to prolonged turbulence and therefore a supported hot phase of ISM and
the rarefaction allows gas to cool to less than < 104 K temperatures. An analysis of cloud stability
in splash bridges indicates most of the ISM involved in gas-rich disk-disk collisions will become
gravitionally unstable from the increase in density due to shock compression and subsequent gas
cooling. The inclination and offset parameters of the disk-disk collision will affect the delay to
gravitational cloud collapse through the means of thermal shock heating. Low inclinations do not
provide enough gas turbulence to prevent much of the impacted ISM from collapsing by 30 Myr
after the disk-disk collision. For high inclination collisions, regions of the splash bridge where there
is strong gas turbulence gas clouds are able to maintain stable temperatures for up to 80 Myr.
The thermo-physical details of splash bridges can profoundly effect the star formation within the
bridges and the subsequent reaccretion of gas onto the galaxies or merger remnant.
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Outline
This thesis will begin by introducing the importance of galaxy interactions and how we have
observed and modeled them. Chapters 2 and 3 are journal papers with their organization dictated
by the journal norms. Chapter 2 contains the first published version of my model. In that code
only face on galaxy disk collisions were modeled and the evolution was begun from the point of
disk-disk impact. Also, the gas clouds in that version did not experience collisions other than the
initial disks colliding. Chapter 3 introduces our more recent code with the ability to incline the
disks relative to one another and to track collisions across the entire simulation. In chapter 4 we
present an analysis of the amount and location of star formation in the models from chapter 3.
There is a brief discussion on ISM cooling in appendix A.1. Line of sight velocities for each type
of splash bridge at various ages may be found in appendix A.2
1.2 Galaxy Interactions
The full literature cannot possibly all be covered here. Instead, I will focus on some of the more
recent observational determinations, merger trees and cosmological structure formation simulations.
Galaxy interactions both major and minor have long been known to play an important role in galaxy
evolution. Every interaction is unique. But, through great effort these interactions can be dissected
and categorized. Both observations and theoretical modeling are required to uncover the effects of
galaxy interactions. Purely gravitational effects such as tidal tails and ring waves that have been
observed have also been well modelled. A few computer simulations, which will be discussed later,
have effectively recreated many features observed in systems with splash bridges, but there has
yet to be modeling with all phases of ISM (interstellar medium) represented. To get a complete
picture of a splash bridge requires many observations over the entire electromagnetic spectrum.
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Depending on the area of the splash bridge, composition and collision parameters, all phases of
ISM may simultaneously exist. Because this bridge is created not only from gravitational forces
but from pressures between gas clouds, each phase of ISM is not expected to experience similar
forces. This may result in ISM phase separation so that inferences about all phases may not be
made from one observation, nor may one model of one phase predict everything. Because of this
the prevalence of splash bridges cannot be understood without further surveys specifically looking
for them.
In the field, it may seem interactions should be rare and spiral galaxies exist mostly in isolation.
Though this idea has been brought into question with new observations suggesting that dwarf
galaxies play a stronger role in disk evolution than previously thought. Bailin (2003) provides
evidence that the warp in the gas disk of our own Milky Way is coupled to the Sagittarius Dwarf
Galaxy. Seitzer and Schweizer (1990) found that 32% of the S0 galaxies and 56% of the elliptical
galaxies in their sample have ‘ripples’, signs of small interaction or remnants of a past merger.
Scoville (1994) estimated from their survey that 2% of the spiral galaxies became luminous infrared
galaxies due to strong interactions or mergers with in the last 9 Gyr. Mergers and interactions have
long been suspected of both star formation enhancement and quenching. In some collision events
starbursts are triggered, increasing the luminosity of a disk galaxy by 2-3 orders of magnitude.
Whereas in other cases, mergers have thought to have quenched star formation by removing and
dispersing star forming gas.
Chiaberge et al. (2015), measured the merger fraction of Type 2 radio-loud and radio-quiet
active galactic nuclei (AGNs) at z > 1 and found 92%+8%−14% of radio-loud and 38%
+16%
−15% of radio-
quiet systems were associated with recent or ongoing merger events. Its proposed that mergers
are the triggering mechanism for radio-loud AGN phenomenon. The mergers likely feed material
to the super-massive black holes (SMBHs) which drive the relativistic jets. They also propose
that the black hole (BH)-BH mergers are a major contribution to the spin up of SMBHs. These
mergers are correlated with SMBH-SMBH mergers which are good candidates for detection by
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA, Amaro-Seoane et al. (2017)).
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Mundy et al. (2017), used a large sample of 350,000 galaxies from the UKIDSS UDS, VIDEO
/ CFHT-LS, UltraVISTA/COSMOS and GAMA survey regions. For galaxies > 10 M and at a
constant number density n > 10−4 Mpc−3 and found major merger rates of 0.5+0.3−0.1. At a z ≈ 0
selections of M? > 10
11.2 M (> 10
11.0 M) galaxies, they found that a stellar mass of log(M?/M)
= 10.4 ± 0.2 (10.6 ± 0.3) is accrued via major mergers over the same redshift range. When
comparing typical stellar mass accretion rates from major mergers to in-situ star formation it was
also found the two were comparable only at z < 1.
Using the their empirical model EMERGE for galaxy formation, Duncan et al. (2019), found
2-6% of massive galaxies ( M?M
> 1010.3) experience one major merger per Gyr. Mergers occur
more often the higher the mass of a galaxy. Mergers were found to be a significant contributor to
stellar mass growth for log10
M?
M
> 11.0 galaxies. Massive galaxies accreted mass fraction was also
found to contribute as much as 90% of the total accreted stellar mass. Mergers were not found
as a mechanism for quenching, 58% of the galaxies did not experience a merger within 2 Gyr of
quenching.
O’Leary et al. (2020), found that the major merger pair fraction rises with redshift to z ≈ 6 with
as function (1+z)m, m = 0.8±0.2 for log10( M?M ) > 10.3 and m = 1.8±0.2 10.3 > log10(
M?
M
) > 9.7.
The merger rate per galaxy was found to rise rapidly from 0.07±0.01 Gyr−1 at z < 1 to 7.6± 2.7
Gyr−1 at z = 6 for galaxies log10(
M?
M
) > 10.3. From the observed merger rates z > 3 major mergers
seem to become increasingly important to the mass growth of star forming galaxies, particularly
when star formation is at its peak.
1.3 Previous Models
Many particle codes have been created since the 1970’s. Some codes are very specific to a
single phenomenon and some have been created to be general enough to apply to many problems.
There are few examples of models that have been specifically used to study splash bridges beyond
gravitational interactions. Powerful SPH codes such as Gadget have been used to study many
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different galaxy interactions, though they have not yet been applied specifically to study splash
bridges.
Early modeling by, Lynds and Toomre (1976); Theys and Spiegel (1977) connected the phe-
nomena of rings in gas-rich disk galaxies to the direct collision with another galaxy. Gas dynamics
holds an important role in galaxy mergers changing the morphological type of the galaxy afterward.
The idea for these gas dynamics papers was built upon the work by Toomre and Toomre (1972a)
who used simulations to recreate tidal tails and swing bridges from galaxy-galaxy gravitational
interactions.
The ring of the Cartwheel galaxy has been extensively studied through observation and mod-
eling, Borne et al. (1995); Struck et al. (1996); Amram et al. (1998); Charmandaris et al. (1999);
Horellou and Combes (2001); Wolter and Trinchieri (2004); Mayya et al. (2005); Crivellari et al.
(2009); Pizzolato et al. (2010); Higdon et al. (2015). Because the system is gas rich it possibly
contains or at one time did contain the remnants of a splash bridge. Observations of the Cartwheel
by Higdon (1993) shows clumps of gas between the Cartwheel and the other nearby galaxies.
Struck-Marcell and Higdon (1993) used a numerical restricted three-body code which successfully
reproduced the asymmetric morphology attributed to the off-center disk-disk collision. Self gravity
was simulated in regions where the gas was initially close but below the threshold for gravitational
instability. This allowed the ring wave to leave behind dense knots and spoke-like features in the
gas. The use of SPH codes to study ring galaxies has helped show how star formation can be
induced purely through the gas kinematics of a disk-disk collision. Rings seem to be produced from
a simpler collisional geometry than other messy-mergers which can be used to study the different
behaviors between stars and gas in collisions, Appleton and Struck-Marcell (1996).
VLA observations of VII Zw 466 and its immediate surroundings revealed several HI structures
indicative of a galaxy interaction, Appleton et al. (1996). HI gas was found corresponding to a
bright optical star forming rotating-expanding ring. Further evidence of an interaction was seen in
the northeast quadrant of the ring where the HI gas was severely disturbed, from which streams
of HI gas were removed in the direction of the two major companions. A hydrogen plume was also
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discovered from the southern edge-on companion galaxy pointing toward the ring galaxy. Numerical
models of this system showed that most of the observed features can be accounted for as a result
of the impact splash between two gas disks, the results of which were presented in, Struck (1996);
Struck-Marcell and Higdon (1993).
Vollmer et al. (2012) successfully recreated many features and some of the emission seen in the
Taffy galaxies splash bridge. The simulation that best approximates the Taffy Galaxies was able
to recreate the stellar distribution of the primary galaxies and a prominent HI gas bridge. The
bridge contained: an offset CO emission with respect to the HI and iso-velocity contours parallel to
the bridge, gas line widths of 100-200 km s−1, small separation between double lines (330 km s−1),
projected B-field vectors parallel to the bridge, polarized intensity maximum offset to the south of
the bridge and strong total power radio continuum emission. This was done by simulating a single
component of hydrogen ISM sticky particles. A prominent feature predicted by this model is a
formation of an ’X’ shape in the bridge ISM.
The Feedback in Realistic Environments (FIRE) code has recently been used to study the effect
that galaxy orbital parameters have on star formation in the resulting bridge, Martinez Patino,
private communication et al. (2019). The results of this work have not yet been published. The
FIRE code has the ability to resolve down to scales of giant molecular clouds and is able to capture
small scale physics.
The Stephan’s Quintet is a system of five galaxies all interacting with one another. Two of the
galaxies are currently directly colliding, producing a several kpc X-ray emitting shock region, Gao
et al. (2003). Guillard et al. (2009) have shown through modeling that the emission seen in the
shock region of Stephan’s Quintet may be recreated by cascades of shocks of 5 km s−1 and 20 km
s−1. They also propose a pathway for H2 formation in the post shock compressed fragmentation
of HI clouds. The formation of H2 from turbulent HI clouds may be relevant to the Taffy Galaxies
and can be explored in a superficial way with our particle code.
After looking into other SPH codes it was deemed worthwhile to build a new one for one key
reason, we could initialize our disks with five unique phases of ISM. Core to this thesis idea is
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that a multi-phase ISM is very important for understanding the evolution of gas in direct disk-
disk collisions. Another benefit of constructing our own model was to reduce the computational
resources required to run these models. While some codes could have been built upon, they would
run with a much higher cost. Since this approach has not previously been well studied we wanted
to first be able to strip away other processes to isolate what a multi-phase ISM direct disk-disk
collision would produce.
1.4 Some Systems of Note
Outlined here are several systems of interest, some of which will be compared to the models
below. This list is in no way exhaustive or complete, it is only to give the reader a few systems
relevant to the work of this thesis. These are chosen because they either contain a known splash
bridge, or are good candidates for a splash bridge.
UGC 12914/15 better known as the Taffy galaxies was named for the taffy-like splash bridge
stretched out between their stellar disks. This system will be the most common splash example
discussed in this work since it is a rare example of a splash bridge that is nearby and has been
observed across several wavebands. A radio continuum bridge was first discovered by Condon et al.
(1993), showing large amounts of HI between the two galaxies. The system’s age is estimated to be
between 20 and 30 Myr. Work by Smith and Struck (2001) place a mass estimate on H2 material
in the bridge at 2× 1010 M. For H2 remaining in each disk was estimated to be 1.7× 1010 and
1.9× 1010 M for UGC 12914/15 respectively. Braine et al. (2003) found a similar mass estimate for
an H2 bridge mass of 2-9× 109 M. Follow up observations were done by Gao et al. (2003) using the
BIMA telescope to measure CO emission which uncovered an asymmetrical distribution of matter
that was discovered toward UGC 12915. Appleton et al. (2015) measured X-ray emission across
the entire bridge with the Chandra telescope, finding several individual X-ray sources indicating
recent star formation. Appleton et al. (2019b) present early work on further evidence of shocks and
turbulence in the Taffy splash bridge using ALMA along with boosted CII emission using Herschel.
The high velocity gas is consistent with shocks of 200 - 300 km s−1. The filamentary structure
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revealed by ALMA is of scale 1 kpc long with a nearly unresolved width of 60 pc with associated
line widths of 80 - 150 km s−1.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the Cartwheel galaxy and VII Zw 466 are of further
interest to study. Since these galaxies were gas rich when they underwent collision it would that
be likely not all of the gas was left in the rings and was splashed out between both galaxies.
The system Arp 194 appears as a possible splash bridge. Marziani et al. (2003a) present signs of
tidal stripping and ”cross-fueling” between the galaxies, which is what is expected for an evolving
splash bridge. Three ’knots’ are observed in B, R, and Hα in the bridge region of this system. The
brightest of which shows a SFR of 1.2 M yr
-1, which the authors say if sustained over a time of 70
Myr can explain the spectral energy distribution. The time since first interaction is estimated to
be on the order of 100 Myr. I will show how this system is possibly indicative of the Taffy Galaxies
70 Myr in the future.
Arp 270, and Arp 271 each contain two spiral galaxies that have recently interacted. Long slit
observations of peripheric regions with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS were completed by Zasov
et al. (2015). For the Arp 271 system, Zasov et al. (2015) write,
Gas abundances obtained by different methods demonstrate that both galaxies are mildly under-
abundant (12 + log (O/H) 8.4) without significant variations of metallicity along the slits. By
comparing stellar and gaseous masses of galaxies, we came to conclusion that the chemical evolution
of gas is badly described by the closed box model. It allows us to admit that the significant part
of interstellar gas was swept out of galaxies during the preceding encounter(s). A special attention
was paid to the extended kpc-size island of star formation between the galaxies. We have not found
neither noticeable kinematic decoupling of this region from the adjacent areas, nor any peculiarities
of its emission spectra, which evidences that it was formed recently from the gas of NGC 3395 in
the transition region between the colliding galaxies. (1).
Arp 270 is another known example where two galaxies have been stripped of much of their
gas content by a direct collision into a splash bridge. Fuentes-Carrera et al. (2004), present Hα
observations of NGC 5426/7 (Arp 271). Strong tidal tails can be seen extending from both disks.
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Some of the material that appears to be between the disks may only be material in the tidal arms
of each galaxy. It is likely that Arp 270 has not directly interacted to produce a splash bridge. It
is still included here as a possible bridge and as a prime example of how tidal tails may appear
similar to a splash bridge. If the material between the disks is both a part of a splash bridge
and gravitationally perturbed tidal tail, the material that directly collides will have experienced
extremely strong shocks. Shocks will occur in the tidally disturbed material but they will be an of
1-2 order of magnitudes weaker.
ESO 138-IG029,30 better known as the Sacred Mushroom is the final system of interest listed
here. Wallin and Struck-Marcell (1994) conducted multi-band spectrometry on the system. In the
R band a faint stream of material can be seen between the galaxy’s stellar disks. As with Arp 271,
it is not clear whether or not the material between the galaxies was stripped via collision or simply
perturbed gravitationally. Nonetheless, the system is a possible candidate for further observation
and study.
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CHAPTER 2. MODELS OF MULTI-COMPONENT SPLASH BRIDGES IN
FACE-ON GALAXY DISC COLLISIONS
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2.1 Abstract
We use an inelastic particle code with shocks and cooling calculated on a subgrid level to study
the gas in direct collisions between galaxy discs. The interstellar media (ISM) of the discs are
modeled with continuous thermal phases. The models produce many unique structures, which are
collectively called splash bridges. They range from central bridge discs to swirled sheets, which
resemble those observed in interacting galaxies. These morphologies are sensitive to the rotation,
relative mass, disc offsets and the gas structure in the discs. In the case of the Taffy galaxies -
NGC 12914/15, extensive observations have revealed radio continuum emitting gas, HI gas, hot
X-rays from hot diffuse gas and more H2 than exists in the Milky Way coexisting in the bridge.
The origins of the H2 and large asymmetric distribution of ISM are not clear. We show that for
small disc impact parameters, multiple phases of ISM with densities over many orders of magnitude
can be removed from their host galaxies into a Taffy-like bridge. The orientation of the discs initial
overlap can have a great effect on the distributions of each phase of ISM. In some cases, the models
also predict the creation of a possible ‘dark galaxy,’ a large flat region of dense ISM far from the
stellar disc potential of either galaxy.
Key words: galaxies: interactions – kinematics and dynamics – ISM – methods: numerical
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2.2 Introduction: Swing and Splash Bridges
Galaxy interactions produce a number of iconic morphologies that are not only diagnostic of
the nature of the interaction, but which may also influence the subsequent evolution of the galaxies
or their merger remnant (Toomre and Toomre, 1972b; Struck, 1999). These morphologies include
bridges of stars and gas connecting the visible components (usually the discs) of the two galaxies.
There are two types of bridges, which we call swing bridges and splash bridges (Struck, 1999). The
former are essentially tidal tails whose outer parts have been captured onto the interaction partner,
generally in prograde, flyby encounters. These are often continuous and relatively smooth stellar
structures, made up of stars like those in the outer disc of the parent galaxy, as well as young
clusters in some cases (e.g., Schombert et al. (1990) and examples in the Arp Atlas).
Splash bridges are the result of direct collisions between the gaseous components of two discs,
and have a more complex appearance than swing bridges. They do not generally have a smooth old
star component, though mixed swing/splash bridges can. They usually contain large masses of HI
gas and can have young star clusters (Hibbard et al., 2001). The generally close proximity of the two
parent galaxies suggests that they are very young, but it is difficult to make generalizations about
their properties because very few have been studied in detail. This is understandable because, like
most interaction induced structures, there are very few nearby examples, so radio telescopes have
very limited resolution for many bridges.
An exception to this rule is the so-called Taffy galaxy system, consisting of two colliding gas-
rich discs, UGC 12914 and UGC 12915. This system has been well observed in many different
bands over the last 25 years. The nick-name derives from the polarized radio continuum bridge
discovered by Condon et al. (1993). There is a large amount of HI gas in the bridge between the
two discs, and Gao et al. (2003) observed CO emission with the BIMA telescope. Both the HI and
CO observations show a clear asymmetry near the disc of UGC 12915. A decade later warm H2
emission was observed in the bridge by Peterson et al. (2012) with a cooling time scale of only about
5000 years. It was suggested that the source of the emission is turbulence still occurring in the
molecular gas. There is an extraordinary amount of H2 in the bridge of the Taffy. Estimates place
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the mass of molecular material in the bridge at 2× 1010 M (Smith and Struck, 2001). They have
also estimated the H2 masses in the discs at 1.7× 1010 M and 1.9× 1010 M for UGC12914/15
respectively. Another value by Braine et al. (2003), gives a bridge mass of 2-9× 109 M. This is of
order unity with the HI observed in the bridge and is comparable to the amount of H2 in the host
galaxies themselves.
Soft X-ray emission was observed over the entire bridge with the Chandra telescope as described
in Appleton et al. (2015). Several individual X-ray sources were also detected, indicative of recent
star formation. One of these appears to be in an asymmetric region located near UGC 12915.
The bridge was modeled by Vollmer et al. (2012) who emphasized a prominent X-shaped feature
in the models. Their model explains the warm H2 emission seen by the Spitzer Space telescope
by assuming that all the hydrogen gas scattered into the bridge also carries with it a constant
proportion of H2.
The Taffy galaxies are evidently colliding ring galaxies, and this class of interacting galaxy is a
likely place to find more splash bridges. However, there is no evidence for splash bridges in many
of the best known colliding ring galaxies. There are a variety of possible reasons for this, beginning
with the fact that HI observations are not available for many. Other reasons include the possibility
that: at least one of the galaxies is an early-type with no gas disc, one of the discs is very gas-poor
(e.g., possibly Arp 147 and the Lindsay-Shapley ring), or at impact the discs are nearly orthogonal.
In the latter case each disc slices through a small part of the other, so a relatively small fraction of
the gas is directly impacted. Moreover, in the impacted regions the gas column densities of the two
discs are very different, i.e. the vertical column density of one disc versus whole in-plane column
density of the other. Thus, the gas from the sliced disc is essentially accreted onto the other galaxy,
with little splashed into the bridge (see Struck (1997)). Arp 271, NGC 7125/26, and ESO 138 -
IG029 (the ’Sacred Mushroom’) may be examples of slicing impacts based on the fragmentary HI
bridges in the HI Rogues Gallery (Hibbard et al., 2001). Nonetheless, the HI Rogues Gallery does
contain a few ring systems with HI bridges, including: Arp 284, Arp 298, the Cartwheel, and VII
Zw 466. Most of these probably involved somewhat tilted (partially slicing) impacts, whereas the
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Taffy impact was evidently nearly face-on for both galaxies. Arp 284, in particular, probably had
a somewhat off-centre, partial fly-by encounter (Smith et al., 1997). Given the extended HI discs
of many galaxies, still more off-centre impacts may generate splash bridges, but not a ring galaxy.
Davies and Disney (2008) outline the detection of a dark galaxy candidate, VIRGOHI21, which
could be a relic of a splash bridge. Interestingly, the HI observations of VIRGOHI21 reveal an HI
galactic disc with a mass of 2× 107 M embedded in the 2× 108 M tidal bridge. Stars are not
observed in this object; lower limit for mass to luminosity ratio was found to be 106 , which the
authors note is significantly higher than a typical galactic value of 50 or less.
Tidal tails and swing bridges often have a rather simple morphology, e.g., long, relatively thin
and continuous appearances in optical images. Sometimes there is a pile-up of young star clusters
(and presumably gas) along an arc at the outer edge, sometimes the object is wider with two sharp
edges. Most of this structure can be readily understood as the result of stars from a region of
the initial disc being impulsively launched with a range of tidal velocities in the interaction, and
pursuing simple kinematical orbits thereafter.
Splash bridges result from inelastic collisions between gas elements in the two galaxy discs.
Viewed face-on galaxy discs show a wide range of phases and column densities, from HI holes filled
with tenuous, hot gas, to diffusely spread HI gas, to an ensemble of dense molecular clouds with a
small covering fraction. This structure is superposed on a general decrease of column density with
radius, amplitudes and scalelengths that vary among gas discs. Colliding gas elements of equal
column density will be left near the mid-point of the bridge. Elements of greater or lesser column
density than their collision partner will remain near their parent disc or be removed to positions close
to the other disc. Given the range of column densities involved, and large fluctuations across the
discs, we can see that even face-on, centre-on-centre collisions between two identical non-rotating
discs would generate complex bridge structure and turbulence. If we further consider rotations of
different magnitudes and possibly different senses in the two discs, then we add a global swirl as
well as increased turbulence to the bridge.
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In addition, increasing the offset between the two disc centres at impact yields a more equal mix
of regions that impact prograde versus retrograde (or vice versa) until the discs start to separate.
If the discs are not face-on, but have a relative tilt, then the cloud-cloud impacts occur over a
prolonged interval. Altogether these factors can lead to a great deal of complexity, and turbulent
driving, within splash bridges. To date, there has been little study of this complexity.
Splash bridges are rare and short-lived on galactic timescales, so examples generally must be
found at greater distances than the Taffy, where they are harder to study. Yet, their importance
may have been underestimated. Reasons to believe this include the fact that, like galaxy mergers,
cosmological structure simulations show that splash bridges were much more common at early times
(and more gas rich). Other reasons include the possibility that star formation in splash or mixed
splash/swing bridges contributes significantly to stellar halo populations, or that, like tidal tails,
delayed fallback from splash bridges fuels and triggers disc star formation.
Given these motivations, the question is how best to study these structures? Vollmer et al.
(2012) have used an SPH particle code to study the Taffy Galaxies, and succeeded in reproducing a
number of features of that system. However, conventional particle codes have some disadvantages
in simulating splash bridges. First of all, it takes very large spatial and particle resolution to
accurately model the small scale structure, including shocks, whose strength varies rapidly with
position. Secondly, the discussion above suggests that there will be a great deal of kinematic
mixing and swirling in the bridge, which is easiest to study if there is some direct information on
proximate gas elements. This can be hard to discern in images of identical particles (or particle
density), though it can be reconstructed.
Given these difficulties, in the present paper we have opted to focus on the complex global
kinematics, and simplify the hydrodynamics by assuming highly inelastic collisions between gas
elements in the colliding discs. In addition, we compute the subgrid heating and cooling effects
of the shocks driven into each gas element, estimate the shock propagation time through the gas
elements, and model the subsequent rarefactions. Algorithmic details are given in the following
section. There are many limitations to this simple approach, and it can only be used to model bridge
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evolution for a relatively short time before the neglected effects are expected to become important.
However, it has the advantage of providing good resolution with modest computer resources, and is
scalable for better resolution. It is also able to reveal the sensitivity of morphological and thermo-
chemical bridge structures to parameter changes expected from the effects described above. These
structural sensitivities are described in the results section below.
2.3 The Model
2.3.1 Numerical Methods
We have created an inelastic particle code to study the distributions of multi-component ISM
in galaxy collisions. The two initial galaxy discs are modeled as Sc galaxies with the size and mass
parameters like those of the Taffy system. The code has sufficient flexibility to recreate a large
range of face-on disc on disc interactions. We start with two galaxy discs and collide them with
a preset overlap. The density or temperature of the larger disc, modeled after UGC 12914, will
be referred to as G1 and the gas from the other slightly smaller UGC 12915 will be referred to
as G2. Fixed potentials centered on each galaxies evolving center of mass are used to represent
the dark haloes and stellar discs of each galaxy. These potentials and the method of numerical
integration are described below. A Cartesian grid is initially laid across each galaxy disc. The
material in each grid cell is evolved as a test particle. In grid cells where the galactic discs collide,
the cells containing gas from each galaxy are merged, see below and figure section 2.3.3. The code
also utilizes subgrid physics to approximate shock waves and cooling of individual and merged gas
elements. A contact discontinuity is assumed to form between the gas of each galaxy. Two shocks
are produced at this discontinuity and travel back through each cloud. (We use the terms particle,
cloud and grid element interchangeably, though ‘cloud’ is often preferred in discussions of subgrid
processes.) The gas behind the shock is both compressed and heated, the subgrid treatment of
this is described below. Evolution of the galaxy discs is begun at the time of collision between the
galaxies and particle collisions are treated as completely inelastic.
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Each gravitational potential is centred on its galaxy’s centre of mass, this centre is treated like
an effective point mass and moved accordingly subject to external potentials. The halo potential
takes the form of Hernquist (1990),
φhalo =
−GMhalo
(r + lhalo)
(2.1)
where lhalo is the scalelength for the halo and r is the three dimensional radius. The disc potentials
use the scalelength ldisc and scaleheight hdisc to calculate a best fit sum of three Miyamoto-Nagai
(MN) potentials, each with new scaling constants and of the form:
φdisc =
−GMn√
(R2 + (ln +
√
z2 + h2n)
2
(2.2)
Here r is a two dimensional radius and the parameters, Mn, ln and hn are the calculated for
three separate MN disc potentials following the method in Smith et al. (2015). They have found
a convenient set of solutions that produce an exponential disc potential within a few percent mass
deviation, and have faster run speeds than multi-exponentials.
2.3.2 Initial Conditions
The total galaxy masses are taken as 4.4× 1011 M and 2.4× 1011 M for UGC 12914/15
respectively (i.e., Taffy system determinations from Condon et al. 1993). The disc and halo masses
are assumed to be 23.5% and 76.5%, respectively, of the total galaxy mass. In our attempt to
compare / reproduce results of Vollmer et al. (2012), we adopt the same values for scale lengths
and masses. For the HI disc scale lengths (ldisc) for UGC 12914/15 are 6 kpc and 3.8 kpc with
scale heights of 1.6 and 1 kpc. The halo scale lengths (lhalo) are 10 kpc and 6.3 kpc, respectively.
The specific parameters of each MN disc potential is given in table 2.1.
The initial gas densities and temperatures conditions for the larger galaxy can be seen in
figure 2.2, the second galaxy is set up in a similar way. The HI gas disc is given a 1/R profile
with the density peak dependent on total mass, but of order 107 m-3. The total mass of HI
is 1.72× 1010 M and 1.13× 1010 M for G1 and G2 respectively. Added to the basic HI disc
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Table 2.1 Constants calculated for MN disc potentials. Subscript notation (n,m) where n
denotes the disc component and m the galaxy.
Constant Value (m) Constant Value (kg)
l11 6.8341x10
19 M11 4.1762x10
40
l21 4.3337x10
20 M21 −1.7082x1042
l31 3.8206x10
20 M31 2.0079x10
42
l12 4.3282x10
19 M12 1.8375x10
40
l22 2.7447x10
20 M22 −7.5162x1041
l32 2.4197x10
20 M32 8.8348x10
41
are four other components which are scaled with respect to the initial HI disc. Spiral arms are
also added into the HI disc. The medium in the spiral arms is a randomly mixed Cold Neutral
Medium of 1-10 times the density of the local HI and H2 that is 10-100 times the local density.
Throughout the entire disc we have also created several ”holes” of diffuse warm and hot ionized
HI. Here the warm gas is taken as 10−2 and hot 10−4 times the local HI density. An average initial
effective temperature is assigned to the gas depending on what component it is. This temperature
is currently only relevant in calculating the local sound speed of the medium before it is shocked,
which affects the Mach number of the incoming waves. These initial temperatures are chosen to be
50, 100, 6000, 85000, 106 K in the various phases. These values are typical of gas in these phases
observed in the Milky Way.
Initial orbital velocities for each particle include circular orbit velocities around their galaxy
centre, and the relative motion of the galaxies. The circular velocity in the plane of the galaxy is:
vcirc =
√
R ~∇φ(R, z) (2.3)
Each galaxy is also assigned a rotation sense. The maximum orbital velocities are 325 and -275
km s−1 for UGC 14/15 respectively.
2.3.3 Cloud Collisions
At the outset a single x-y Cartesian grid crossing the simulation volume is projected onto both
the galactic discs. Cell centers with the same (x,y) values in the two disc projections directly collide,
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Figure 2.1 The set up of each cloud collision.
Figure 2.2 Initial conditions set pre-collision for the model of UGC12914. The numbers
in ISM type refer to the different phase components. 1) H2, 2) cold HI, 3) HI,
4) warm HII, 5) Hot diffuse HII
and are assumed to stick (completely inelastically) at their contact face. Cells at the outer edge of
each disc are assumed to have one curved face, rather than being perfectly rectangular. For all the
models in this paper we have used a 100 pc grid cell length.
Section 2.3.3 diagrams the treatment of shocks in each cloud collision. A contact discontinuity
is created at the moment of collision. On each side of the discontinuity we assume the gas remains
in distinct phases, without mixing. Shock waves are produced at this contact discontinuity and
travel through each cloud. After colliding and sticking the gas elements on both sides of the
contact discontinuity are assumed to move together at their centre of mass velocity. This velocity
is determined by conserving momentum across the discontinuity. The centre of mass velocity is
used as the initial condition for integrating the equations of motion of the merged gas elements,
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henceforth referred to as particles or clouds. We decouple the 2nd order Newtonian equations of
motion and use the Matlab ode23 integration package for solving.
dq
dt
= vq (2.4)
d
dq
= − d
dq
φ(x, y, z), (2.5)
where q represents a coordinate direction, and vq the corresponding velocity, and φ is the total
gravitational potential.
Gas particles in both galaxies feel the forces from all potentials. Gas particles are evolved with
a single time step across the grid. This allows us to minimize integration errors.
2.3.4 Shocks and Heating
Shocks are produced at the contact discontinuity between colliding clouds and travel into each
cloud.
Assuming that the gas is steady state, inviscid, non-accelerating, and ideal we have,
ε =
3kBT
2m
, (2.6)
P =
2
3
ρε = nkBT, (2.7)
where ρ is the local gas density, n the number density, P the pressure, ε the specific energy, kB is
the Boltzmann constant, and m is the mean particle mass.
Then the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions are (with heating and cooling Γ = Λ = 0 across
shocks),
ρupvup = ρdvd, (2.8)
ρupv
2
up + Pup = ρdv
2
d + Pd, (2.9)
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1
2
ρupvup + εup +
Pup
ρ1
=
1
2
ρdvd + εd +
Pd
ρd
, (2.10)
where v terms are the flow velocities (e.g., Draine (2011)). The use of up and d as subscripts refer
to upstream and downstream gas flow in front and behind the shocks.
In regions where strong shocks are not produced the heating is minimal. We only consider the
effects of strong shocks, since we are only interested in gas that takes a significant amount of time
to cool. For strong shocks the following are good approximations,
c =
√
γ
kBT
µmh
. (2.11)
a =
vup
cup
=
√
ρupv2up
γPup
(Mach number) (2.12)
ρd
ρup
=
vup
vd
(2.13)
Pd =
3ρupv
2
up
4
(2.14)
Td =
3mv2up
16kB
(2.15)
where a is the Mach number, c is the speed of sound and γ is the ratio of specific heats taken as
5/3 for all of the shocks.
The jump conditions are all applied in the moving frame of the shock. The velocity of the gas
behind the shock is constrained to be at rest with respect to the cloud system’s centre of mass, see
section 2.3.3. From these conditions we are able to calculate the velocity of each shock with respect
to the centre of mass. We have post-shock temperatures approaching 107 K in the most extreme
cases.
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2.3.5 Gas Cooling
The shock heated gas is cooled through adiabatic expansion, hydrogen and helium line cooling,
Bremsstrahlung and fine structure cooling. Where these processes occur is determined by the local
density and temperature of the shocked gas.
We use the results of Wang et al. (2014) to calculate the rate for optically thin cooling of
hydrogen, helium and Bremsstrahlung. Wang et al. (2014) provide a best fit analytic cooling
function that deviates only by a maximum of 5% from reality. The cooling function is (see table 2.2),
Λ(T ) =
x1T
x2 + (x3T )
x4(x5T
x6 + x7T
x7)
1 + (x3T )x4
+ x9T
x10 (2.16)
This function is valid at temperatures of 2× 104 to 1010 K and densities of less than 1018 m-3,
which is appropriate for our models. For each grid element in the code we use a loop that calculates
how much energy is lost in a time step in the range 10−5− 1 year at the current cooling rate Λ.
How large the time step is depends on the amount of energy that will be lost, this is done to ensure
that the peaks of the cooling function are resolved in the range of 2× 104− 2× 105 K and prevent
the temperature dropping beyond 2× 104 K from this function. The pressure of the cloud is held
constant as it cools by line or Bremsstrahlung, so that as the temperature drops the density is
increased proportionally.
Since the cloud is not shocked all at once and we do not resolve the gas beyond a single cloud,
this cooling is only allowed to begin after half the crossing time of the shock has elapsed. In reality
one side of the cloud will be in a different state than the other, but will only be separated by a
typical shock propagation time of 5× 104 years.
Adiabatic expansion begins cooling the cloud only after a full crossing time has passed. To
calculate the energy lost by adiabatic expansion the cloud is allowed to expand at the current
speed of sound, equation (2.11). We calculate the work done by the cloud in a free expansion as,
Eadb = 3nkBT (((R+ c∆t)
3R−3)1−γ − 1) (2.17)
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Table 2.2 Cooling function constants for equation (2.16).
Constant Value Constant Value
x1 4.865 67× 10−13 x2 −2.21974
x3 1.353 32× 10−5 x4 9.64775
x5 1.114 01× 10−9 x6 −2.66528
x7 6.919 08× 10−21 x8 −0.571255
x9 2.455 96× 10−27 x10 0.49521
The average particle mass m = µmh is calculated for a completely ionized gas of 25% Helium
and 75% hydrogen and the ratio of specific heats (γ) is taken as 53 . The change in radius ∆R of
the cloud is incremented at the beginning of each time step by c∆t. We then calculate change in
internal energy of the cloud using equation (2.17). The cloud number density is recalculated at the
end of each step from the new cloud radius.
Adiabatic expansion ceases if the pressure of the cloud reaches a number density times tempera-
ture less than 108 m−3 K. This basement is based on a pressure (nT ) of 1× 102 m−3 and 1× 106 K,
typical of the observed intergalactic medium, Nicastro et al. (2018). This limit could be crossed
by a cold diffuse gas as well as a hot cloud, but expansion would also be relatively unimportant in
that former case.
C II emission is estimated by a constant cooling rate of 10−39 J m3 s−1 and is only allowed
for gas under a critical density of 2× 109 m−3. The cooling rate is estimated from figure 30.1 and
the critical density from table 17.1 of Draine (2011). Pressure is also kept constant during this
process, meaning as the temperature decreases from C II emission the cloud density proportionally
increases.
The thermal energy is calculated from the current gas temperature, and after each time step the
energy lost from each type of cooling is subtracted from the current energy and a new temperature
is determined. The total energy lost is computed by,
Λtotal = Λ(T )H,He,Bremmstralung + ΛCII (2.18)
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Figure 2.3 Temperatures over time for eight different particles from a 7 kpc counter sense
collision with varying initial post shock temperatures.
E = n2Λtotal∆t− Eadb (2.19)
The effect of UV photo-heating from young stars in the galaxies is approximated with a constant
heating function of 3× 10−40 J m3 s−1, Draine (2011). The heating is important in clouds that
reach the critical density for CII cooling suppression and are below the pressure basement set for
adiabatic expansion. This is where the slow rate of UV heating can overcome cooling and maintain
the cloud temperature at several thousand Kelvin, where hydrogen line cooling is effective. This
then repeats until a minimum temperature of 150 K is reached. We do not attempt to calculate
low temperature, and particularly molecular, cooling in any detail, but see section 2.4.6 below.
2.4 Results
In applying the modeling code to the problem of understanding the complexity of splash bridges
described in the Introduction we proceed in stages. The first is the simple case of two discs consisting
entirely of diffuse HI, identical surface density profiles, and colliding in first a retrograde and then
prograde sense, with only a 500 pc offset between centres at impact. In the next subsection this
case is rerun with a greater offset, which begins to show the swirls generated by inelastic collisions
of gas elements with different column densities and angular momenta. The next two subsections
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study similar runs, but with 5-phase interstellar medium, and thus, more realistic thermal effects.
In the fifth subsection we look specifically at a model with many of the features of the Taffy system.
Before proceeding to specific model results, we consider a few general, qualitative characteristics
related to the shock dynamics and cooling. Overall, it is somewhat surprising that high speed disc-
disc collisions can produce a full range of phases in the post-collision gas within bridge evolution
timescales of order 30 Myr. In the following we make some estimates to illustrate this. For example,
low density (e.g., n < 104 m-3) warm/hot gas will be shock heated (e.g., by a 500 km s-1 shock) to
temperatures where the cooling time equals or exceeds 30 Myr.
On the other hand, rare collisions between molecular clouds in both discs will generate very
high post-shock densities, with rapid cooling. This is a very complicated circumstance with large
scale shocks degrading into turbulence in the clumpy clouds, and difficult questions of dust grain
survival, and molecule reformation (see Sec. 3.6). Nonetheless, the likely outcome is the prompt
reformation of a massive cold cloud (Braine et al., 2003).
The collision of two cool/warm layers of medium density HI ( 107 < n < 108 m-3) will yield
(via recombination) cooling times in the 105 - 3× 106 yr range. In the models below this timescale
is resolved and cooling fronts are seen to evolve and spread continuously through the discs, often
in non-symmetric ways. Post-shock temperatures are distributed over several orders of magnitude.
These temperature variations highlight the fact that the resulting shocks are dependent on both
the relative velocities of each cloud pair (the vector sum of impact and galactic rotation velocities)
and on their relative densities.
When the permitted line cooling cuts off at 2× 104 K, fine-structure line cooling can take the
gas down to much lower temperatures. However, in strongly shock compressed layers of gas with
initial densities of about n > 109 m-3 collisional de-excitation of metastable fine-structure levels
may slow this process, again up to 10 Myr timescales. Gas elements at initial densities of order
107 m-3 reach densities of order 109 from line cooling isobaric contraction, preventing the dense gas
from cooling through CII emission. At temperatures > 2000 K molecular cooling (not included in
the models) is unlikely.
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Lower density material impacting molecular clouds will drive weak, relatively diffuse shocks into
the molecular clouds. The clouds will generally cool rapidly, but with enhanced shock-produced
particle fluxes, like cosmic rays (not included in the models).
Once shocks propagate through a gas layer, they are followed by an expansion wave. Adiabatic
cooling can cool these dense clouds from a few thousand Kelvin to a few hundred relatively quickly.
The timescale to push, for example, a 500 km s−1 shock through a 50 pc gas layer is about 105 yr.
This timescale is low enough for the expansion of initially low density atomic gas to begin before
permitted line cooling is complete. Limited expansion (because the compression was not large)
and slow continued line cooling would leave this gas in a warm, low-density state, like before the
impact. Gas layers that were initially denser may be caught in the fine-structure cooling phase at
the onset of expansion. Since the expansion begins at a lower temperature than the previous case,
the sound speed will be lower. The expansion timescale would be of order 10 pc/5 km s−1 = 2
Myr. This gas will end up in a cold, diffuse state, which is primarily atomic.
The main goals of the present simulations are to ‘do the bookkeeping’ on the thermal outcomes
just qualitatively described on a Monte Carlo initial disc ensemble of gas element collisions, while
also following the kinematic motions.
Note that in the following figures we have binned the post-shock density and temperatures
for clarity, though this can give an impression of artificial discreteness. Using a five component
medium produces a maximum of fifteen distinct types of collision, each with their own continuous
range of post-shock temperatures and densities. As a reminder, each particle in these figures has
two discrete phases of ISM, separated by their contact discontinuity. G1 and G2 will be used to
refer to gas specifically from each galaxy. Since gas from each galaxy is mixed together, gas of
many different phases overlaps in the same regions we find it best to plot separately low and high
density and temperature gas. Density is separated at 1× 107 m−3 and temperature at 1× 106 K.
References to high density will be to all gas elements from either G1 or G2 that are above the
107 m−3. Low density is everything below this limit.
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2.4.1 Single Component ISM Models of HI discs with 500 pc offset
The first case is a model of a collision of pure HI discs with 1R profiles. The HI gas mass removed
from both galaxies is approximately 2.45× 1010 M which accounts for 86% of the total gas mass.
Figures 2.4 to 2.6 show a collision with a small 500 pc impact offset toward the left of the page.
Particles that are not involved in the direct collision from either galaxy are represented as black in
the figures. The outer ring of particles belong to G1 and were not involved in the direct collision.
The warping seen in this ring is due only to gravitational effects. The gaseous disc of G2 is entirely
stripped away from its stellar disc potential and remains in what we refer to as a Central Bridge
Disk (CBD). In this nearly direct centre-on-centre single component ISM collision we do not see
the development of a Taffy-like bridge structure.
Figure 2.4 a) shows the post-shock density immediately after the collision and figure 2.4 b)
is the corresponding post-shock temperatures. The shocks velocities in the clouds range from a
few km s−1 to nearly 1100 km s−1 for the 500 pc offset. The lowest velocity shocks are in dense
molecular clouds that are impacted by low density HI gas, where as the highest velocity shocks are
in rare cases where dense molecular clouds collide with other molecular clouds. The majority of
shocks are near 600 km s−1 which is caused by HI on HI collisions. Gas is heated to temperatures
up to 107 K, which with the given post-shock densities leads to cooling times of 1-3 Myr.
The gas involved in the direct collision is left between the galaxies. The larger black dot
markers seen in every figure represents the current location of the COM of each galaxy, which is
where the fixed gravitational potentials are acting from. The central bridge disc (CBD), depicted
in figures 2.5 and 2.6 is unique to low offset collisions. In runs with a greater offset a bridge of
material is left behind stretching between the two galaxies the entire time as they drift apart. Low
offsets however create a CBD that remains near the systems centre of mass which remains as a
disc for several million years. After about 5 Myr distortion to the flat disc becomes noticeable as
material is drawn back toward each galaxy. For counter rotating collisions the CBD begins a radial
contraction immediately. This occurs because of a loss of rotational momentum due to the merger
of counter rotating disc elements. The rotation velocity difference affects how much the disc will
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contract after the collision. In the runs the rotation velocities differ by approximately 50 km s−1,
resulting in some left over angular momentum in the central bridge gas disc. Figure 2.6 is the
same system but with galaxies rotating in the same sense. The HI disc retains much of its original
diameter since the galaxies only transfer a small fraction of their angular momentum. The same
sense rotation case is eventually distorted but its outer disc remains extended and extremely flat.
The densest part of each galaxy is the centre. This means the central region of each galaxy is able
to push through the slightly less dense outer disc of the other, leading to an unequal distribution
of post collision momentum in the gas. Figure 2.5 shows the position of gas particles at 15 Myr
and later at 30 Myr. This highlights the slight distortion of the flat CBD which at higher offsets
will turn into a taffy-like bridge. Figure 2.6 is a snapshot at 30 Myr where the colliding discs were
rotating in the same sense. Compare the diameter of the CBD in figure 2.6 to the diameter in
figure 2.5 to see the effect of the different angular momenta.
2.4.2 HI Bridges with Various Offsets
Figures 2.7 and 2.8 shows how the single component HI gas slowly evolves from a flat disc to a
more and more twisted helicoid as the offset between the (counter-sense) gas discs increases. As the
offset grows from 5 kpc to 15 kpc, density and therefore momentum differences between clouds grow,
allowing for the colliding gas elements to stretch out in a taffy-like way. The HI is relatively flat and
smooth and appears to twist as it evolves. These single component HI structures are also created in
all of the five component runs. In each HI bridge the cloud densities saturate at 2× 109 m-3. This is
the cut off for CII fine structure cooling, which prevents clouds from contracting further by cooling.
A cloud seen above this density will have reached that density from contraction due to permitted
line cooling only. Clouds that reach this point may only rely on adiabatic expansion to cool until
they return below the CII critical density. Depending on the clouds adiabatic expansion rate, it
will likely oscillate around a density 2× 109 m-3 as CII cooling is reappears, and leads to repeated
contraction. Only when the rate of cooling by adiabatic expansion with UV heating exceeds CII
cooling will the density of the cloud drop below 2× 109 m-3. The main HI component began with
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4 Face-on views immediately after the impact, showing post shock a) densities
and b) temperature.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.5 a) Edge-on view of CBD 15 Myr after collision. b) Edge-on view 30 Myr after
collision.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6 Same sense rotating discs a) edge-on view of CBD 15 Myr after collision. b)
Edge-on view 30 Myr after collision.
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initial preshock densities of 8× 106−7× 107 m-3, which were shock heated to temperatures from
2× 106 to 7× 106 K, illustrated in figure 2.4. This component of neutral HI ISM happens to be
at a high enough initial density that permitted line cooling can still cool and contract with in
a collision time scale. Gas at initial densities of order 1× 106 m-3 no longer cools through line
emission rapidly enough before adiabatic expansion begins and significantly slows or prevents the
clouds from contracting. The inability of a gas cloud to isobarically contract drastically increases
its total cooling time.
Figure 2.9 is an example of the single component HI structure produced from the dense centres
of each disc pushing through the lower density outer disc of the other. This seems to be about the
limit at which the CBD is nearly lost and a transition to a twisted bridge structure begins, as seen
in the following figures.
2.4.3 Five component ISM models with 500 pc offset
In this section we describe a run with all five discrete types of ISM included. The discs rotate
counter to one another, unless stated otherwise in the figures. There is an offset of 500 pc in the
negative x-direction. As mentioned in section section 2.3, the initial density of each component
of ISM is scaled above or below that of the local HI 1/R disc. This means we expect to see a
greater spread of momentum between colliding gas elements along with a much more complicated
distributions of collided ISM imposed within the HI structures shown in section sections 2.4.1
and 2.4.2.
For given offset and rotation directions a change in the initial conditions of the HI discs in the
single component model does not change the morphology of the bridge significantly. In general
single component models of the same offset will end in a taffy-like twisted bridge. This is not
true of all five component runs of the same offset. Varying the density and velocities can result
in two completely different bridges, with only their HI bridge component remaining similar. On
top of this, with multiple phases of the ISM the orientation of the discs begins to play a much
more important role in how the resulting bridge will appear. For example, how the spiral arms are
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7 Counter sense rotating discs at 30 Myr with offsets: 5 kpc and 10 kpc for each
row respectively. The two figures are not orthogonal views. The highest of the
two densities in each cloud pair is shown. Low density is not well represented.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8 Counter sense rotating discs at 30 Myr with offset 15 kpc. The two figures are
not orthogonal views. The highest of the two densities in each cloud pair is
shown. Low density is not well represented.
Figure 2.9 Same sense rotating discs with 5 kpc offset at impact showing only the neutral
HI- age: 30 Myr.
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aligned between the two galaxies can have a strong effect on the abundance of each phase of ISM
observed in the bridge.
The post-shock temperatures immediately after the collision of the two discs are shown in panel
a) of figure 2.10 and in b) figure 2.11 are the densities. The HI that collides with a spiral arm of
H2 is heated to several million degrees whereas the denser H2 is only heated to an order of 10
5 K.
This disparity in temperature is due to the HI experiencing a greater collision velocity in the centre
of mass frame compared to a denser H2 cloud.
Figure 2.10 b) and c) are face-on projections at 30 Myr views showing permitted line cooling
and CII emitting clouds, respectively. The densest gas cools to less than 2× 104 K on a timescale of
105 years where as gas of densities less than 106 m-3 remain at temperatures greater than 3× 106 K.
Figure 2.12 a) shows where clouds currently emitting permitted line radiation are distributed.
These are entirely diffuse clouds with densities less than 104 m-3. Figure 2.12 b) shows where
clouds expected to be currently emitting CII radiation are located. It is important to note, this
does not represent the coolest gas. Clouds that have reached the temperature limit of 150 K before
30 Myr are not included in CII emission figures. A good representation of where the coldest gas is
located is in the figures showing densities above 107 m-3, as gas above this threshold cools within a
few million years.
Figure 2.11 shows face-on projections with gas densities above 1× 107 m-3 at 0 Myr, 15 Myr
and 30 Myr after the collision, respectively. As in the single component run, angular momentum
is canceled out and most of the abundant bridge HI component remains in a disc that contracts
radially. Interestingly this contraction has not finished by 30 Myr, and could drive prolonged
turbulence. The densest gas is where the H2 arms of each galaxy are located. Since the arms are
a much higher density than the local HI of the other disc they do not lose a significant fraction of
their momentum and therefore do not collapse with the HI disc. Two separate spiral arms develop
because the arms are a mixture of two different density components. One of the components is 10
times and the other is 100 times the local density of HI. Each component is separated and displaced
by a distance proportional to the density contrast. The atomic gas that is 10 times the local HI
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disc transfers a larger fraction of its momentum during the collision so it collapses significantly
more than the H2 that is up to 100 times the local HI density. This separation of ISM phases by
their density could explain why we see X-ray emission displaced from the CO emission in the Taffy
bridge.
Edge-on projections at 30 Myr are shown in figures 2.12 and 2.13. Figure 2.13 shows the
general increase in cloud density as contraction by cooling occurs from 0 to 15 Myr. The hot
diffuse hydrogen gas removed from one galaxy is mixed with cool dense gas of the other but does
not follow the HI-on-HI material. The dense H2 makes up twisted filaments of clouds enveloped
inside a smooth hot diffuse medium and is seen spiraling away from the centres of each galaxy. The
arms wind up slightly over time as they are pulled toward the nearest galaxy. This occurs in each
run, but figure 2.13 c) is a good illustration of the effect. The dense, initially H2 clouds, experience
a lesser change in momentum so they remain nearer their host galaxy than the HI on HI gas. At 15
Myr the arms are only removed 2 kpc from their galaxy. This is different from the HI disc which
is immediately left behind with nearly no velocity relative to the system’s centre of mass.
Figure 2.14 shows the bridge resulting from the collision of two discs rotating in the same sense.
The HI CBD is much more flat and extended than it is for the counter-rotating case, as seen
previous in figures 2.5 and 2.6. For this run both the HI CBD and spiral arms do not contract
radially by any significant amount.
Disc-on-disc collisions with small offsets are the types of collisions expected to produce ring
systems. We find that in direct disc-on-disc collisions a substantial amount of ISM is completely
removed from each disc. The gas of G1 shown in black, best seen through the 500 pc offset runs, is
not shocked and is only slightly perturbed from the gravitational interaction. A ring wave would
take several million years to expand into this outer ring of gas. Once it does it could produce a
significantly delayed epoch of star formation.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.10 Face-on views showing post shock temperatures. a) 0 Myr b) 15 Myr and c)
30 Myr showing CII emission. See section 2.3.5 for more details.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.11 Only densities > 107 m−3 are shown in each face-on view at time: a) 0 Myr
b) 15 Myr c) 30 Myr.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.12 a) 15 Myr cloud temperatures. b) 30 Myr cloud temperatures. c) 30 Myr
CII. See section 2.3.5 for more details.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.13 a) 15 Myr, gas > 107 m−3. b) At 30 Myr, gas > 107 m−3 is shown. c) At 30
Myr, showing gas > 107 m−3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14 Edge-on view of a same sense run. a) Temperature is shown. b) Densities
> 107 m−3 are shown.
2.4.4 Five component ISM models with 21 kpc offset
Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show collisions between counter-rotating discs and figure 2.17 shows the
result of same sense rotation, with a 21 kpc offset in both cases. Since these bridges look entirely
different depending on viewing angle, multiple views of the same bridge are given to give a more
complete picture.
A completely different splash bridge is created when offsets of the two galaxies is increased so
that neither galactic centre is in contact with the other’s gas disc. When the centres of counter-
rotating discs collide their density profiles line up so that the azimuthal momentum of each gas
particle left behind is minimal. When the offset is increased to 21 kpc the mismatch of density
profiles and rotation velocity leads to an asymmetrical bridge with a layered structure. Interestingly
these high offset collisions can still remove a significant amount of dense gas from one galaxy
depending on the initial orientation of the two discs. Gas seen in the clumps near each galaxy are
generally dense material coupled with more diffuse gas of the other galaxy. This seems to be true
for every offset run in that the collisions are separated out layers corresponding to combinations of
ISM phases involved.
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The temperatures at 30 Myr are very similar to what was seen in the 500 pc offset runs. The
counter rotation leads to cooler clouds at 30 Myr than the equal sense rotation. This is likely
caused by the equal sense rotation adding to the cloud collision velocities and therefore the post
shock temperature. With a large offset and counter rotating discs, the rotation will mostly move
together and not contribute to the over all impact velocity.
2.4.5 Taffy-Like Run
The 7 kpc offset run shown in figure 2.18 is the best candidate for a collision like the Taffy
galaxy system. This runs shows very complicated gas structures in the bridge, with asymmetrical
distributions. These are like those observed and previously not well understood.
A gas mass of order 109 Mof H2 is removed from the smaller UGC 12915-like galaxy. Diffuse
hot hydrogen gas spans most of the bridge and though hard to tell from the figures is twisted up in
long filaments. Figure 2.18 b) shows a large amount of the HI gas residing in a large twisted sheet
extending from G1. The twisted sheet structure does not seem to extend much further passed the
systems center of mass. This is because the density in G2’s initial disc is about 20% less dense.
This means none of the HI from G2 is carrying enough momentum to be left near G2. Had G2
been more dense, this bridge would be skewed more towards G2 than G1.
Though, much of the gas has cooled to 150 K and is not shown in the temperature figures, there
are a significant number of CII emitting clouds remaining at 30 Myr. None of the gas remains at
temperatures high enough to create the observed X-ray emission. These complicated structures
would likely lead to a great amount of turbulence which would reheat a fraction of this gas to
higher temperatures. There is also a significant amount of H2 removed from each galaxy which is
left as long twisted filaments The layering of the collided gas found in the 21 kpc offset run is also
see here. However, the smaller 7 kpc offset has lead to these layers being spread out more in the
vertical direction.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15 At the time of collision: a) clouds with post shock temperatures below 106 K
are shown and b) clouds with post shock temperatures above 106 K are shown.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.16 At 30 Myr year after the collision. Figures show clouds with a) densities
< 107 m−3 b) densities > 107 m−3 c) temperature and d) CII cooling. See
section 2.3.5 for more details.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.17 At 30 Myr year after the collision. Figures show clouds with a) densities
< 107 m−3 b) densities > 107 m−3 c) temperature and d) CII cooling. See
section 2.3.5 for more details.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.18 At 30 Myr after the collision with a 7 kpc offset. a) Only gas < 107 m−3 and
b) Only gas > 107 m−3. c) Temperatures and d) densities of CII emitting
clouds. See section 2.3.5 for more details.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.19 Fractional number of clouds out of total that have collided versus time, giving a
sense of how cooling is develops. In blue are clouds with density> 2× 109 m-3,
red are clouds T > 106 K, orange are clouds cooling through permitted H and
He lines, green are clouds emitting CII, black are those that meet the criteria
to adiabatically expand (see section 2.3.5), and purple are those that have
reached 150 K and ceased all cooling. Each frame is for a different collision,
a) 500pc offset with counter rotation, b) 21 kpc offset with counter rotation,
c) 500 pc with equal rotation and d) 21 kpc with equal rotation.
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2.4.6 Cloud Populations
Figure 2.19 shows the fractional number of clouds that are within temperature or density ranges
of interest over time for various runs. One difference between the four runs, is that the highest
fraction of clouds emitting CII at any particular time occurs in the 500 pc offset equal rotation
collision and 21 kpc offset counter rotation collision. These two runs have the lowest cloud collision
velocities due to the rotation not contributing much. This leads to lower overall post-shock temper-
atures. The lower post shock temperatures mean there is less cloud contraction during permitted
line cooling down to 20,000 K. This allows CII cooling more room before it his a critical density
of 2× 109 m-3 and therefore more CII cooling may occur. The opposite is seen in the 500 pc offset
with counter rotation and 21 kpc offset equal rotation runs. Now due to the geometry of the two
colliding discs their rotation has a maximal effect. This leads to higher velocity cloud collisions
and therefore higher post shock temperatures. Since many more clouds will reach a density of
2× 109 m-3 during the line cooling phase, we see a suppressed number of clouds able to emit CII
at any given time. Something similar that occurs across all four runs is the steady growth of cloud
adiabatic expansion. By 30 Myr nearly every cloud meets the criteria of nT > 108 m-3 K for adia-
batic expansion. The run with the largest fraction of high shock velocities is the 21 kpc equal-sense
rotation collision. This is because when the offset is small and the discs are counter rotating, the
centres of the discs are not rotating at significant velocities leading to a gradient in shock strengths.
2.4.7 Paths of H2 Formation
The Taffy galaxies have a very large amount of molecular material in their bridge as observed
by the Spitzer Space Telescope (Peterson et al., 2012). One possible way to remove H2 from the
discs is through the removal of the entire H2 cloud via ram pressure. The likelihood of direct H2
cloud-cloud collisions is too small to explain a huge amount of molecular material. However, as the
model results have shown, collisions between gas clouds with densities within an order of magnitude
of each other can result in the removal of both from their host galaxy. This may, together with
subsequent molecular formation, explain the massive amounts of H2 observed in the Taffy bridge
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as well as the anti-symmetric molecular region just below the disc of UGC 12915. With such high
energies involved in the shocks it is possible that pre-existing H2 would be completely disassociated.
On the contrary, the dense cloud cores may be protected from the initial strong shocks which are
weakened climbing the density gradient in the outer cloud envelope. The degree to which the outer
HI envelopes provide protection requires further study.
Guillard et al. (2009) propose that the H2 does not need to survive the strong turbulent shocks
involved in galaxy collisions to be observed several Myr after the collision. They posit that with
in a relatively short time H2 could form in the compressed fragmented HI clouds left behind the
collisional shocks. Turbulence from the shocks is thought to drive the fragmentation and com-
pression, which in turn can create an environment conducive to H2 formation. This idea can be
estimated by tracking the post-shock temperature and density of the clouds and comparing with
the H2 formation time,
tH2 [yr] ' 7× 105 fdust(1× 10
5[Kcm−3]/Pth)
0.95 (2.20)
Guillard et al. (2009) use equation (2.20) to estimate the timescale for H2 formation in the
Stephan’ Quintet shock region. Pth is the thermal gas pressure and fdust is the dust mass fraction
remaining in the shocked hydrogen. The formation time of H2 scales roughly as the inverse of the
gas density at 104 K. By their estimation gas densities of 106 m-3 will be able to form H2 in 5 Myr.
The Taffy Galaxies collision age of 30 Myr will allow gas densities of 105 m-3 enough time to cool
and form H2 (also see Braine et al. (2003)). A density of 10
5 m-3 is over an order of magnitude less
than most of the densities of the HI disc in the collision remnants, so H2 is likely reformed even in
regions where it does not survive the initial shocks.
2.5 Discussion - Some Systems of Interest
The results above predict a large amount of the ISM in some collisions is splashed out, with
complicated spatial distributions. The unique morphologies produced in these models make for very
promising comparisons to future observations of splash bridges. The Taffy system was the original
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focus of our work, but as the models developed it became clear that they resemble a number of
other systems.
For example, several systems of galaxies in the Living HI Rogues Gallery contain HI bridge
features that might be explained through an inelastic disc collision (Hibbard et al., 2001). These
include: Arp 271, The Cartwheel Galaxy, ESO 353-G014/17 and ESO 138-IG029/30 (The Sacred
Mushroom) which each contain a bridge of HI with no strong signs of tidal tails, suggesting direct
disc-disc collisions.
Optical images of Arp 194 show many clumps left in a bridge structure between the two galaxies
which could be produced from an inelastic collision. Arp 271, for example, has a similar appearance,
with filaments appearing to connect to parts of the vigorous spiral arms. The radio observations
show extensive, but not well resolved HI in the system. In the models we see large clumps of dense
material between the colliding discs left behind in filaments similar to what is seen in the Arp 194
system. These large clumps are pulled out in small to moderate disc offsets and come from spiral
arms of one galaxy colliding with the other galaxy’s denser central HI disc or spiral arms.
The HI disc that is formed by a low offset collisions is displaced far from either galaxy. This
could appear dark for a considerable time before star formation is initiated. Thus, splash bridges
may offer another explanation for the creation of VIRGO21HI and similar extragalactic clumps of
dark hydrogen.
2.6 Conclusions
Models with multiphase interstellar media, and varying distances between the centres of the
discs at impact, show that many different splash bridge morphologies can be created. In all models,
regardless of offset or initial ISM distribution, every phase of ISM is displaced to a differing degrees
based on its initial density. The initially hot diffuse gas forms an independent structure from that
of the warm diffuse, neutral, and cold HI. ISM elements that are randomly mixed in the initial disc
are entirely separated from nearby neighbors if they are of differing density. The magnitude of the
displacement varies from a few hundred parsecs to several kpc.
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In small disc-disc offset cases all of the HI gas from the smaller galaxy is removed by an
equivalent amount of HI from the other. This leaves a flat central bridge disc (CBD) containing
a large fraction of the HI gas mass of both galaxies. The HI will be shocked to a few million
degrees and will cool within a few million years. Hydrogen of densities less than 106 m-3, and shock
heated to temperatures of 106 K will not entirely cool by 30 Myr. Twisted filaments of dense H2
develop across much of the distance between the two separating galaxies. Relative rotations of
these systems determines the magnitude of winding up of each feature. If the rotations at small
offsets are counter to one another the gas will lose much of its angular momentum. This results in
less rotation in the collided gas, and subsequently allows for more radial collapse of the CBD. If the
galaxies are rotating in a similar sense, much of the clouds angular momentum will be preserved
and structures will swirl as they evolve and will not contract radially.
As the offset between the two gas discs grows beyond 10% of the galactic radius we begin to
lose the flat HI CBD. This is due to the density profiles of each galaxy no longer aligning with one
another. This leaves the dense HI with more post-collision vertical momentum, giving the impacted
gas a large spread of vertical distance from its host galaxy. Spiral arms containing H2 clouds are
removed from their galaxy by varying degrees and retain most of their spiral structure, leading to a
long filaments throughout the bridge. The affect of rotation at large offsets is inverted from what is
seen at small offsets. Counter rotating discs create a more twisted structure spanning from galaxy
to galaxy. Equal sense rotations still show some twisting, but the HI is spread out much more into
flat sheets. The initially hot diffuse gas no longer spans the entire HI bridge and is not continuous
between the galaxies. The general picture is that in moving from small to large offsets we see a
shrinking CBD, and more layered twisted sheets of gas.
The splashed interstellar gas is relevant to a range of ring galaxies and peculiar galaxies that
show large amounts of dark HI. As the database of HI observations of these interacting galaxies
increases, more model comparisons will be possible. Inelastic gas disc collisions can provide further
insight into systems that only sideswipe each other. Since the morphologies of the bridges are
very sensitive to impact offsets, the observed morphology may be able to distinguish a central
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collision from a glancing one. With a significant amount of gas removed in these collisions, there
are opportunities for the creation of dark galaxies.
Each feature of these bridges is a direct result of conservation of momentum between gas el-
ements of different column density in the different phases of ISM. Complicated structures, such
as twisted sheets of HI and flat gas discs at the bridge centre, are similar to those shown above
and seen in observations. The treatment of inelastic gas collisions likely plays a significant role in
shaping the morphology of directly colliding galaxy systems.
The modeling code described above is simple enough to be run on a personal computer but it
has ability to replicate complicated structures from two multi-phase gas discs. In future work we
intend to use it to: study tilted disc-disc collisions, make more detailed comparisons to observations
of Taffy-like galaxies, to model likely locations of star-forming regions, and possibly to include shock
distribution functions for modeling collisions between clouds with clumpy internal structure.
We would like to thank Philip N. Appleton for conversations on our models and the Taffy
Galaxies.
2.7 Code Tests
Figure 2.20 is a model that was run for 30 Myr with a 50 kpc offset between the two galaxies to
test orbital integrations. This offset is large enough that neither disc interacts significantly with the
other. The orbits remain nearly circular in each disc as they separate from each other, as expected
for this interaction. The orbits of each galaxy’s COM also move as expected. The G1 COM,
initially at rest, is minimally accelerated toward the departing G2 COM and the total separation
between the two galaxies continues to grow.
Figure 2.21 is a kinematic test with gas cloud collisions turned off. Here the test particles in grey
that normally would have lost some momentum from the disc-disc collision are evolved unaffected.
The code normally merges all of the collided particles, but here there are no extra particles added
to represent merged particles that would be left behind in G1. This has no affect on the evolution
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.20 Testing the code with a 50 kpc offset run so that the galaxies do not interact.
a) 0 Myr b) 10 Myr c) 20 Myr d) 30 Myr
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.21 A collisionless 500 pc offset run, a) 30 Myr b) 100 Myr c) 200 Myr d) 300
Myr. The z axis is re-scaled in the edge on frames. This is to better see how
the discs are evolving over a long period of time.
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of the G2 test particles. This test was run for 300 Myr, as opposed to the 30 Myr for every other
run, to provide enough time for gravitational effects between each galaxy to fully develop.
In frame a) warping of the discs in the z-direction is clear. This is typical of the ’flapping’
behavior seen in ring galaxy simulations due to the different forces felt by and different response
times of the inner and outer discs. This effect can also be seen in some of the models above. In
frame c) the disc of G2 can be seen beginning to create a small tail in the bottom left. The discs
themselves also slightly expand in the z direction. In the inner part of the disc a ring wave has
formed and can be clearly seen in the XY projection of frame b). At 200 Myr there is a large
amount of material now beyond the radius of the original disc. More structure has developed in
the region inside the ring wave. The outermost ring seen at 100 Myr has grown by several kpc in
diameter. The evolution of these ring waves is as expected from analytic and numerical models,
confirming the general accuracy of the numerical integration.
The second major part of the model code is computing the subgrid heating and cooling of gas
elements. To check these calculations, the thermal histories of many gas elements were compared
to analytical estimates of permitted line and CII cooling and are found to be in agreement. An
example of some thermal histories is shown in figure 2.3 of the main paper.
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Abstract
Splash bridges are formed from the direct inelastic collision of gas-rich galaxies. Recent
multi-wavelength observations of the Taffy galaxies, UGC 12914/15, have revealed complicated
gas structures in the bridge. We have upgraded the sticky particle simulation code of Yeager
and Struck (2019) by adding: the ability to adjust the relative inclination of the gas discs, the
ability to track cloud-cloud collisions over time, and additional cooling processes. Inclination
effects lead to various morphological features, including filamentary streams of gas stripped from
the smaller galactic disc. The offset of disc centres at impact determines whether or not these
streams flow in a single direction or multiple directions, even transverse to the motion of the two
galaxies. We also find that, across many types of direct collision, independent of the inclination
or offset, the distributions of weighted Mach numbers and shock velocities in colliding clouds
relax to a very similar form. There is good evidence of prolonged turbulence in the gas of each
splash bridge for all inclinations and offsets tested, as a result of continuing cloud collisions,
which in turn are the result of shearing and differentially accelerated trajectories. The number
distribution of high velocity shocks in cloud collisions, produced in our low inclination models,
are in agreement with those observed in the Taffy Galaxies with ALMA, (Appleton et al., 2019a).
Key words: galaxies: interactions – kinematics and dynamics – ISM – methods: numerical
3.1 Introduction: Splash Bridges
Galaxy interactions play an important role in galaxy evolution, morphology and star formation.
The effects of gravitational interactions between galaxies that produce tidal tails and ring waves
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are distinctly different than the direct collisions between gas elements that produce splash bridges
after a direct disc-disc collision.
For example, the Taffy galaxy system, UGC 12914/15, contains a multi-phase gas bridge of
material stretched between the two stellar discs. There are over 25 years of detailed observations
of the Taffy ring galaxies, which have apparently recently undergone a direct collision, Condon
et al. (1993); Braine et al. (2003); Gao et al. (2003); Peterson et al. (2012); Appleton et al. (2015,
2019a). It is likely that splash bridges will be found in many galaxy systems similar to the Taffy,
especially the colliding ring galaxies. Arp 143, Beirão et al. (2009); Nikiel-Wroczyński et al. (2014)
and Arp 194, Marziani et al. (2003b), are further examples of possible splash bridge systems. HI
observations are not available for many of these systems and in some systems one of the galaxies
may be gas poor (e.g. Arp 147 Fogarty et al. (2011) and the Lindsay-Shapley ring, Sturch and
Madore (2012)). Moreover, in the impacted regions the gas column densities of the two discs may be
very different, e.g., the vertical column density of one disc versus whole in-plane column density of
the other in collisions with large relative inclinations. Thus, the gas from the sliced disc essentially
accretes onto the other galaxy, with little splashed into the bridge (see Struck (1997)). Arp 271,
UGC 7125/26, and ESO 138 - IG029 (the ’Sacred Mushroom’) may be examples of slicing impacts
based on the fragmentary HI bridges in the HI Rogues Gallery (Hibbard et al., 2001).
The HI Rogues Gallery does contain a few ring systems with HI bridges, including: Arp 284, Arp
298, the Cartwheel, and VII Zw 466. Most of these probably involved somewhat tilted (partially
slicing) impacts, whereas the Taffy impact was evidently nearly face-on for both galaxies. Arp 284,
in particular, probably had a somewhat off-centre, partial fly-by encounter (Smith et al., 1997).
Given the extended HI discs of many galaxies, still more off-centre impacts may generate splash
bridges, but not a ring galaxy.
Davies and Disney (2008) outline the detection of a dark galaxy candidate, VIRGOHI21, which
could be a relic of a splash bridge. Interestingly, the HI observations of VIRGOHI21 reveal an HI
galactic disc with a mass of 2× 107 M embedded in the 2× 108 M tidal bridge. Stars are not
observed in this object; a lower limit for mass to luminosity ratio was found to be 106 M/L,
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which the authors note is significantly higher than a typical galactic value of 50 or less. Further
discussion of splash bridges can be found in Yeager and Struck (2019).
The observational resolution required to begin to see detailed structure in Taffy-like bridges has
been achieved with ALMA. Results of HI observations of the Taffy reveal clumps and filaments
across the splash bridge. This is in close accord with the results presented in this paper.
The interstellar medium (ISM) of our initial discs is modelled as five discrete gas phases, with
initial temperatures and densities typical of the phases in a gas-rich Sc galaxy. Each initial disc
is divided into a uniform grid of cells, and each grid cell is assumed to contain a spherical gas
element. Each of these gas elements is treated as a test particle (i.e., no self-gravity) and will be
referred to in this paper as a ’cloud’. The initial temperature and density of each cloud is assigned
based on its position in the disc and its phase. The initial distribution of each phase of ISM in the
initial discs can have an strong influence on the resulting bridge evolution and structure, since the
cloud density will change its inertial resistance to the gas ram pressure in a collision. To better
understand the evolution of the ISM involved in galaxy collisions over time scales of 108 yr, we
have simulated collisions between gas-rich discs across several inclinations at both small (500 pc)
and large (10 kpc) impact offsets of the galaxy centres. We have found that some splash bridge
characteristics are indicative of specific collision parameters. In the disc-disc collisions, when the
centre of a cloud moves within the radius of another cloud a collision is recorded. Every collision
between gas clouds is assumed to create a shock wave in both gas clouds, heating and compacting
them. The shock crossing time is estimated from the cloud’s size and shock velocity, after which
cooling is allowed to begin within the cloud. The cooling that is applied to each cloud depends on
its current temperature and density. These simple prescriptions allow us to track cloud temperature
and density populations over time as the galaxies interact. We are also able to study the distribution
of shock velocities between in clouds of each phase of ISM over time. This reveals the turbulence,
driven by the kinematics as described below, occurring in the gas of these splash bridges.
The role turbulence may play in triggering or quenching star formation in these bridges remains
an open question. Across all types of collision we find continued cloud collisions in the model splash
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bridges up to the end of the simulation, which is taken to be about 120 Myr after the galaxies nearest
approach. This prolonged turbulence is enough to slow the cooling of the hottest phases of gas, as
well as heat a small fraction of colder gas to line emission temperatures or greater. In some cases
the rate of collisions begins to grow 50 Myr after the nearest approach, causing a growth in the
number of gas clouds hot enough for X-ray emission.
3.2 The Model
The terms G1 and G2 will be used in this paper to refer to the model galaxies. G1 is the more
massive (like UGC 12914 in the Taffy system) galaxy and G2 (like UGC 12915) the less massive.
3.2.1 Numerical Methods
To investigate the effect disc inclination has on splash bridges we extended the inelastic particle
code employed in, Yeager and Struck (2019). A complete description of the basic method and initial
conditions is given in section 2 of Yeager and Struck (2019). The following discussion focuses on
changes to that code made for the present simulations.
3.2.1.1 Conditions for Cloud-Cloud Collisions
Cloud collisions are detected with a nearest neighbour search after every time step. This
detection frequency is a departure from the previous version of this code, but is necessary since
introducing large disc-disc inclinations prevents us from using a single grid to define colliding gas
clouds. Collisions between gas clouds are handled as inelastic momentum conserving collisions as in
the previous face-on models. Section 3.2.1.1 is a diagram of an individual collision. The gas clouds
are depicted as cube-like in the shock diagram for clarity in showing the contact discontinuity and
shocks. The shocks are produced at the contact discontinuity, a boundary where the gas clouds
make first contact. From this discontinuity two shock waves are produced, each propagating back
through its parent cloud.
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It is possible for multiple gas clouds to find themselves within each others radii over a given
time step. However, for computational efficiency, we count only the nearest gas clouds as colliding.
To make clear exactly what is occurring consider the following example. Label four gas clouds: A,
B, C, and D. At a single time step cloud A finds that all three gas clouds B, C and D are within
its collision radius. The code determines that cloud C is closest to the centre of A, and a collision
is recorded between A and C. When it comes to the nearest neighbour search on cloud B, it may
still result that A is its closest neighbour, and then a collision between B and A is recorded in the
same time step. Since it was found that A was closest to C no new collision would be recorded, but
if D was found closest to C, there would be a second collision for C in the same time step. When
it computing cooling later, only the strongest shock is considered in each time step (e.g., for cloud
A, which is involved in multiple shocks, in this example).
Every cloud is given an initial ’collision radius’ that does not change with time, equal to half
the set resolution of the simulation, which for all cases here is 100 pc, unless specified otherwise. A
second ’cooling radius’ is updated for each cloud as the cloud cools or adiabatically expands. This
allows us to computationally separate the cooling processes from the kinematics. It also keeps the
amount of mass overlapping in each collision similar over time. If the centre of one cloud is within
another gas cloud radius a collision may occur. A second requirement for collision is that only gas
clouds with relative velocities above 40 km s−1 are considered. The relative velocity limit prevents
gas clouds from continuously registering a collision in each time step after they have collided. It
is also important to prevent each disc from triggering gas cloud collisions due to rotation prior to
the disc-disc collision as this would warm our coldest phases of ISM. By assuming each disc is an
Sc-type-disc it is also assumed there are the required processes to allow a cold phase of ISM exist.
Clouds colliding with relative velocities below 40 km s−1 will experience a maximum heating of a
few thousand degrees K, which will have little affect much of the medium in this run.
We estimate that the strongest pressure gradient forces, which are not computed correctly by
the sticky particle algorithm could alter trajectories of a small number of particles by less than 1.0
kpc over the duration of a 150 Myr run.
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Figure 3.1 Diagram of a single collision between two gas elements. Gas left behind the
shock is at rest with respect to the two cloud’s centre-of-mass. Vshock is the
velocity of the shock in the COM frame. Vcloud is the velocity of each cloud in
the COM frame.
To test the effect particle resolution has on our model, we have completed runs with particle
resolutions of 70, 140, 200, and 500 pc. The results, shown in figures 3.23 and 3.24, converge and
are consistent across the resolutions tested.
These simple collision rules allow for rapid computations, as do the cooling functions considered
in the next subsection. They cannot accurately model hydrodynamic forces in the long term, but
do provide an efficient, quantitative modeling of the thermo-hydrodynamic processes over a modest
timescale, e.g., over the time of bridge formation and the first couple of collisions for a typical
cloud.
3.2.1.2 Cloud Cooling
Shocks are calculated for every collision, but are only applied if they produce a post shock
temperature greater than their cloud’s temperature at half the crossing time. If a shock is strong
enough the cloud temperature is increased to the post-shock temperature and the density and radius
are updated corresponding to the shock jump conditions when the half crossing time is completed.
After a shock has completed half a crossing time, cooling and heating processes begin within the
cloud.
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The cooling calculation has been changed from an evaluation across the dynamical time step
to one using the Matlab ode23 solver to compute the equation for the temperature rate of change.
The latter uses a variable time step integration over the duration of each dynamical time step. By
moving from a fixed cooling time step a more careful analysis of T < 20, 000K cooling can be done.
Previously we only included CII fine structure cooling and a uniform UV heating at T < 20, 000K.
This leads to gas that cools to densities above the CII critical density for collisional deexcitation,
and then hanging up at T = 20, 000K.
In the present code a form of dust grain cooling has been included. The radius of the dust
grains (a) is allowed to evolve via sputtering as per equation (3.1) from Draine (2011),
da
dt
= − 10
−6
(1 + T−36 )
nh
(cm−3)
µm
yr
. (3.1)
If grains sputter below radius of 1.0 nm, dust grain cooling is halted. When a dust grain
collides with gas atoms most of the kinetic energy is transferred to the dust grain. Dust grains cool
extremely fast compared to galactic time scales, so it is assumed that the gas instantly radiates
0.8kT Joules of heat after each dust grain collision. The dust collision rate (dNcoldt ) is given by,
dNcol
dt
= nhndustπa
2vprob, (3.2)
and
dT
dt
= −.8dNcol
dt
T. (3.3)
Here vprob is the most probable velocity of a single ISM particle, nh is the number density of
the ISM, ndust is the number density of dust grains, a is the current grain radius and T is the
temperature of the local ISM.
As in Paper I cooling by adiabatic expansion, hydrogen and helium line cooling, Bremsstrahlung
and fine structure is also applied. To calculate the cooling function for optically thin cooling by
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Table 3.1 Cooling function constants for equation (3.4).
Constant Value Constant Value
x1 4.865 67× 10−13 x2 -2.21974
x3 1.353 32× 10−5 x4 9.64775
x5 1.114 01× 10−9 x6 -2.66528
x7 6.919 08× 10−21 x8 -0.571255
x9 2.455 96× 10−27 x10 0.49521
hydrogen and helium emission, as well as Bremsstrahlung, we use the following equation from Wang
et al. (2014),
Λ(T ) =
x1T
x2 + (x3T )
x4(x5T
x6 + x7T
x7)
1 + (x3T )x4
+ x9T
x10 . (3.4)
This equation is fit with the constants from table 3.1). This function is valid at temperatures of
2× 104 to 1010 K and densities of less than 1018 m-3, which is well beyond the range required for
our models.
Following the shock compression, cooling by adiabatic expansion occurs as the cloud expands
spherically at the speed of sound (c) given by equation (3.5). A γ of 53 is used and the molecular
weight µ is calculated for a mixture of hydrogen and He gas at a 3 to 1 ratio, mh is the mass of
hydrogen. Then,
c =
√
γ
kBT
µmh
, (3.5)
dTadb
dt
=
−3(γ − 1)cT
R
. (3.6)
An intergalactic pressure of 102 m-3 K is assumed for every cloud, Nicastro et al. (2018). If a
cloud is below this pressure threshold adiabatic expansion will halt.
CII fine structure cooling is approximated by,
dTCII
dt
=
−2(3.154× 10−32 )n2
3kbni
(3.7)
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this is estimated from figure 30.1 and the critical density from table 17.1 of Draine (2011). This
cooling is set to zero above number densities (n) of 2× 109 m-3.
A constant rate of UV heating is considered. This rate is approximately 13 of the CII cooling
rate, ΛUV = 9.461× 10−33 J m3 s−1 also taken from Draine (2011).
We have looked across the parameter space of temperatures 150-107 K and densities 102−1012 m-3
to find where gas cloud cooling may be balanced by the constant UV heating. We find that gas
clouds are unable to move through the parameter region of densities greater than 2× 109 m-3 (CII
cooling limit) and temperatures less than 20,000 K (line cooling limit). The adiabatic cooling rate
for a 100 pc cloud is about two orders of magnitude less than the UV heating rate. Since the adi-
abatic cooling rate scales linearly with cloud radius, the two rates are approximately equal around
cloud radii of 1 pc. Initially less than 10% of the ISM in each galaxy is within the region where UV
heating is greater than the cooling, though as shocks from collisions compress and heat gas clouds,
densities of 107 m-3 are pushed into this non-cooling region.
3.2.2 Initial Conditions
The discs are initialized with the same parameters as in the face-on models of Paper I except
as noted in this section. An example of an initial disc is shown in figure 3.2. The initial separation
between galaxy centres (z) is set to -15 kpc for every run. In all cases, the smaller G2 galaxy is
placed below G1 in the vertical (z) direction. An initial velocity for G2 is set to 400 km s−1 in
the z direction toward G1. The disc plane of galaxy G2 is inclined relative to the x-y plane by
different amounts in different runs. The disc gravitational potential of G2 is also inclined to match
the initial gas disc of G2.
Each run starts approximately 25 Myr before the galactic centres reach closest approach. This
allows for gravitational effects to begin warping the discs prior to the collision. Initially, the two
discs are given: a separation in x,y,z, a velocity in the z direction, and an inclination measured
from the x-y plane about the x-axis (same axis of offset), unless otherwise specified. The offset is
defined as how far apart the galactic centres are initially placed.
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The initial phases of H2, cold neutral HI, warm HI, hot hydrogen and fully ionized hydrogen
are given initial temperatures of 50, 100, 5000, 5× 105 , 5× 106 Kelvin, respectively. These values
and corresponding densities are selected to maintain pressure equilibrium through the initial disc.
The added dust grains are treated as spheres with an initial radius ai = 100 nm. The number
density of dust (nd) is set so that the local dust mass is equal to 1% of the mass of the local ISM.
Dust number density is not changed within each cloud element; cooling effectiveness is reduced as
the grain size decreases through sputtering. These phases of ISM do not evolve through heating
or cooling prior to their first collision. The ISM is initialized to represent a typical Sc galaxy, so it
is assumed there are internal processes in each phase that maintain the relative temperatures and
densities over the approximate 10 Myr before they experience a collision.
The distribution of hot diffuse gas has been changed from the models of Paper I. Previously,
the hot gas was dispersed randomly throughout the disc as individual 100 pc gas ‘clouds’. While
these gas clouds could by chance be near each other, in actuality there were few regions of adjacent
hot gas. Now about 50 regions have been chosen to be filled in with hot diffuse gas, each randomly
placed with a randomly chosen diameter of 200 pc to 2 kpc. This was done to better represent star
forming regions and the holes they produce in gas-rich galaxies. Figure 3.2 shows a typical initial
G1 disc; the hot diffuse gas regions are shown in red.
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Figure 3.2 Example initial ISM distributions and densities. The circular regions in red
are the HII hot gas 200 pc to 2 kpc in size, in blue the spiral arms contain
H2 material and green makes up the most abundant component of neutral
Hydrogen. Not easily seen are 100 pc gas clouds of light blue and orange
scattered randomly through the disc, representing the cold neutral and warm
neutral ISM phases.
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3.3 Results
We have computed several dozen simulations of various resolutions, relative rotations and in-
clinations. After some analysis we chose eight runs, four with 500 pc initial x-offsets and four with
10 kpc offsets, to be representative of the inclination and offset parameter space. In section 3.3.1
we will discuss what is unique about each of the eight runs, then in section 3.3.2 we take a closer
look at the shock and Mach number distributions in colliding clouds, both in total over the runs,
and as a function of time for some of the collisions.
3.3.1 Discussion of Morphology and Bridge Characteristics
In each of the model figures below the system’s age is given in the top right, and the line-of-
sight direction in the bottom right. The age is measured from the time of nearest approach of the
galaxy centers. The line-of-sight is given by an altitude and azimuth which are the Matlab figure
view coordinates. The azimuth is the angle of rotation around the z-axis, as measured from the
negative y-axis. Increasing this angle corresponds to counterclockwise rotation about the z-axis
when viewing the x-y plane from above. The elevation is the minimum angle between the line-of-
sight and the x-y plane. Increasing the elevation from -90 to 90 degrees corresponds to a rotation
from the negative z-axis to the positive z-axis.
Since we have integrated these systems over a time of 150 Myr it is not possible to show figures
of the entire evolution. Videos of these systems evolving will be added to a YouTube account which
may be found at: bit.ly/splashbridges. In the figures below we show every system at an age of
30 Myr, which is the estimated age of the splash bridge in the Taffy system. For most of the runs
we also include figures at about 90 Myr after the collision.
In all of the models we find that the temperature of the bridge reaches post-impact values
of order 107 K, due to the main disc collision. Inclination determines whether the initial heating
occurs across each galaxy rapidly or is spread over the time interval it takes different parts of G2 to
cross G1. For low inclinations the gas experiences less turbulence and takes between 20 - 30 Myr to
cool. Some parts of each bridge will remain hot due to either continued collisions or the fact that
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the gas is diffuse enough that the cooling time is greater than about 100 Myr. Reheating of the
ISM can been seen in every model as gas falls back onto the central region of the larger G1. The
presence of substantially bigger ’holes’ in the initial discs of the present models allows the creation
of similar size clumps of gas that are only displaced a kiloparsec or so from their host galaxy.
Another effect occurs in all of our splash bridges with inclinations 45° and greater. Visible in
the figures, a gradient of cloud temperature and densities can be seen through the bridge. On one
side are gas clouds of density 107 m-3 that remain over 105 K and on the other, cooled gas clouds
with densities greater than 1010 m-3. This boundary is more obvious in some runs than others and
does not always occur along the same line of sight. The rotation of G2 seems to be the cause of
this divide, between gas clouds. Rotation velocities in each galaxy peak between 200-300 km s−1
whereas the centers of each galaxy are traveling around 550 km s−1 as they pass one another. Gas
clouds in G2 rotating with a positive z-direction component, are propelled into G1 as the discs
collide, and experience a pile up between gas clouds as they are accelerated back toward G1 after
the collision. The decreased distance between gas clouds causes many more collisions to occur
after the main disc collision, preventing these gas clouds from cooling. Whereas gas clouds with a
negative z rotation velocity component are left traveling away from G1 with slower velocities. The
distance between gas clouds grows after the discs collide. The rarefaction of the inter-gas cloud
distances prevents continued turbulence which allows the gas clouds to cool.
Initially very hot and dense gas clouds will destroy their dust grains before line cooling can
bring the cloud below 20,000 K. By the time the cloud reaches 20,000 K it will have compressed to
a density well beyond the critical density for CII fine structure cooling to kick in. This causes the
cloud to thermally ”hang” since there are no longer pathways to cool the gas cloud. Recall that
the critical maximum density for CII collisional deexcitation is set at 2× 109 m-3. Thus, a cloud
heated to a temperature of 1× 106 K will need to have a density of less than 4× 107 m-3 to allow
CII cooling below 20,000 K, assuming little to no dust is left by this time.
As the discs become more inclined to one another the rotation of each plays a weakened role
in determining the net collision speeds. Lower collision speeds have an obvious affect on reducing
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the maximum shock velocities seen between gas clouds. Inclination also correlates with an increase
in the prolonged turbulence in the gas after the collision. The effect of inclination on a counter
rotating case is less significant than in equal sense rotation collision. That is, in equal sense cases
the similar rotation in the two discs provides little increase in relative collision speeds beyond the
relative impact speed.
3.3.1.1 Collisions with a 20° Inclination
Figure 3.3 shows a collision of two discs inclined at 20°. In frame a) a central bridge disc
(CBD)-like structure similar to the face-on models in Paper I forms. However this is less flat and is
broken apart early on, after about 25 Myr. Rather than a single CBD with two spiral arms wound
above and below it as in Paper I, as a result of multiple collisions, more gas is spread through the
bridge in a three dimensional hourglass-like shape. By 30 Myr the CBD region of gas has lost most
of its disk-like form, and has begun falling back onto G1. Figure 3.4 shows the system about 94
Myr after the discs have collided. In the face on views, frames a) and b), we can see the gas of
G1 expanding outward in a ring. Frames c) and d), show the system edge-on and highlight a hot
bulge of gas created around the center of G1 from the infall of bridge material. As the gas falls
back onto G1, it remains heated at temperatures of order 105 K due to frequent collisions.
As shown in Paper I there are distinct morphological differences between low(< few kpc) and
high(> half galactic radius) impact offset collisions. It was found that as the disc offset was
increased, no longer does the bridge take on an hourglass shape or is a CBD region formed. Instead,
with large offsets the bridge is twisted into a long sheet-like structure. This is seen again here for
the 20° inclination, 10 kpc offset, collision shown in figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 shows this system at an
age of 86.5 Myr. More material remains in the bridge compared to the 500 pc offset collision at this
time. Infall is occurring onto G1, but in this case the region of hot material is less prominent. The
falling material is on a greater arcs around the center of G1, and splashes throughout the disc. I.e.,
increased disc offsets produce faster infall of material some of which traverses larger orbits about
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3 Edge-on views of the density (panel a) and temperatures (panels b, c, and d)
in a model with a 20° inclination and a 500 pc initial offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4 Face-on views (top row) and edge-on views of the model with a 20° inclination
and a 500 pc offset, at a late time. Density is shown in panels a) and c), and
temperature in panels b) and d).
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the center of G1. Several extremely thin and long filaments over 10 kpc in length can be seen in
the bridge.
3.3.1.2 45° Inclination Collisions
In disc-disc collisions with an inclination of 45°, shown in figures 3.7 and 3.8, long streams of
gas above and below the smaller galaxy G2 begin to form. Though long filaments of gas also form
in low inclination bridges they mostly remain between G1 and G2, whereas the streams in 45°
and greater inclination collisions are pushed out of G2 both above and below its disc. Also unlike
face-on collisions, no CBD-like region forms in the bridge. This bridge is overall more chaotic than
the low inclination collisions, but some layering is still clear as the ISM is separated out by density.
Figure 3.7 shows the 500 pc impact offset 45° inclination collision at 30 Myr and at 94.6 Myr. Frame
b) highlights a region of dense clumps, streaming from G2 into the bridge. The location of a large
dense region is similar to the prominent dense region of gas in the top of the Taffy Galaxies bridge
(though in the lower galaxy here). The 20° and 45° runs both show similarities to the Taffy Bridge
at around 30 Myr, depending on which line of sight is chosen to view the bridges. The bridges
formed from inclinations beyond 45° do not resemble the Taffy, reaffirming previous constraints on
the inclination of the Taffy collision as less than 45°.
For all collisions with inclinations of less then 20°, the stellar discs are mostly separate from
the splash bridges. In Appendix A the stellar discs for each run are shown for comparison. For the
45°, 65° and 90° inclination runs the gravitational interaction is significant enough to remove stars
from G2 and spread them across parts of the bridge.
3.3.1.3 65° Inclination Collisions
In the 65° inclination collisions shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10 streams are created on each side
of the gas disc of G2 as G2 passes through G1. The stellar disc for this run at 30 Myr can be seen
in figure 3.22 and lines up with much of left side of bridge seen in figure 3.10 (b). The stars in this
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.5 Edge-on views of the temperature at two times in a model with a 20° inclination
and a 10 kpc offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6 Late time views of the density (panel a)) and temperature (panels b), c), and
d)) in a model with a 20° inclination and a 10 kpc offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.7 Edge-on views of the temperature (panels a) and d)) and the density (panels
b) and c)) at two times in a model with a 45° inclination and a 500 pc offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.8 Edge-on views of the density (panels a) and c)) and the temperature (panels
b) and d)) in a model with a 45° inclination and s 10 kpc offset. All at a time
of 30.1 Myr.
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run appear closer to much of the gas in the bridge region than in the lower inclination collisions
though there is still a few kpc displacement between the two components along the x-axis.
Figure 3.9 c) shows the density of the gas at 30 Myr after the discs have collided. This image
shows a long arc of dense clouds in purple across the top of the image. On the right of the image
there are long filaments of 1010 m-3 gas surrounded in the light blue by gas of density 107 m-3.
Figure 3.10 shows the collision with a 10 kpc offset, and frames c) and d) show the system at a
much later age of 86 Myr. In b) we can see the divide in temperature of the gas clouds. Along
the left of the bridge are high density low temperature clouds in light blue, and on the right of the
bridge the clouds remain millions of degrees K with lower 107 m-3densities. The gas in the bridge at
the late time has either accreted onto G1, or remains in long 20 kpc long filaments stretched from
G2 down to G1. Frame d) shows these long filaments, which are similar to one seen in the Arp
194 (UGC 6945) system. In Arp 194 a long stream of star forming clumps appears to be stretched
from one galaxy down toward a spiral below it.
3.3.1.4 90° Inclination Collisions
Figure 3.11 shows the 90° collision at 30 Myr. Gas streams develop as G2 cuts through the
centre of G1. The reason gas is pushed more into the plane of G1 is because G1 has a somewhat
higher gas surface density and mass in its disc. Had G2 been the dominant galaxy in this collision
gas would be pushed more toward its plane of rotation. Each stream of gas is separated by its
initial gas phase which is not visible in the figures. Much of the gas from several initial density
components reaches a final density of 2× 109 m-3 as it cools.
In Figure 3.11 a) we can see a clear divide in gas temperatures on each side of G2, this time
above and below the disc of G2. Gas of G2 that impacts the central region of G1 experiences
stronger shocks as well as more subsequent collisions, where the gas on the right of G2 in frame a)
passed through the outer disc of G1 and was not shocked as strongly. This allowed the gas right
of the G2 disc to cool whereas the gas on the left of G2 is still hot. Frame b) shows gas densities.
We can see the gas which has already cooled to 20,000 K, has also condensed into filaments with
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.9 Edge-on (panels a)-c)) and face-on (panel d)) views of the temperature (top
row) and density (bottom row) of a model with a 65° inclination and a 500 pc
offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.10 Edge-on views of the temperature (panels a, b) and d)) and density (panel c))
at two times in a model with a 65° inclination and a 10 kpc offset.
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densities of 1010 m-3. The stream gas to the right in frame b) is of order 107 m-3, and is not found
within tight filaments. Large (kpc) size clumps of dense 1010 m-3gas can be seen within the stream.
In frame c) and d) the two temperature populations of 20,000 K and 106 K gas can be seen as well.
The rotation of G2 in frame c) is out of the page, again showing that cooling in the bridge seems
to be helped by a rarefaction in the gas cloud ensemble.
The stellar disc of G2 for this collision is gravitationally stretched out toward G1, though it
does not follow the gas streams.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the collision of two disks with 90 inclinations at 500 pc and 10 kpc
central offsets respectively. Figure 3.12 (a) shows more pronounced gas streams than in the 500 pc
impact offset 90° inclination collision. Here the 10 kpc offset leads to the outer disc of galaxy G2
passing near the centre of G1. Thus, the gas and star particles of G2 are more loosely bound when
they pass through a much stronger part of the G1 gravitational potential, causing much greater
disturbance. The stars are not thrown above or below the disc of either galaxy, though the stellar
disc of G2 is tidally stretched. A substantial amount of gas on the other hand is thrown far from
the disc of G1 and G2. The asymmetry of gas streams in figure 3.12 is because of the 10 kpc offset.
Most of the collision occurs on one side of the galaxy, so gas is only thrown in one direction. In the
500 pc offset case gas was thrown in both directions much more symmetrically.
3.3.1.5 90° Inclination Collision - with G2 initialized in the x-z plane
By rotating the disc of G2 90° about the z-axis relative to the models of the previous section,
none of the gas in G2 will pass near the dense center of G1. This results in a slight weakening of
the fastest shocks in G2 but a strengthening of the shocks to G1 gas. Many clumps and filamentary
structures are produced in this bridge and can be seen in figure 3.14 at 30 Myr. A higher fraction
of the gas in G2 is shocked than compared to the other 90° inclination collisions. Figure 3.15 d)
shows this system with a significant amount of gas of temperature 105−106 K in the splash bridge
between G1 and G2 remaining at 87.4 Myr, but less of temperature ¿ 106 K than compared to the
previous 90° collision.
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(a) Face on view of G1. (b) Face on view of G2.
(c) (d)
Figure 3.11 Edge-on (panels a)-c)) and face-on (panel d)) views of the temperature (panels
a), c), d)) and density (panel b)) of a model with a 90° inclination and a 500
pc offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.12 Edge-on (panels a)-c)) and face-on (panel d)) views of the temperature (panels
a), c), d)) and density (panel b)) of a model with a 90° inclination and a 10
kpc offset.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.13 Edge-on (panels a)-c)) and face-on (panel d)) views of the density (panels a),
b), d)) and density (panel c)) of a model with a 90° inclination and a 10 kpc
offset, at a late time.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.14 Views of the density (panel a) and temperature distributions for a model with
a 90° inclination and a 10 kpc offset. In this case G2 was initialized in the x-z
plane, rather than the y-z of previous runs.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.15 Late time views of the density (panels a)-c)) and temperature distributions in
a model with a 90° inclination and a 10 kpc offset. G2 was initialized in the
x-z plane.
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3.3.2 Shock and Mach Number Distributions
Figure 3.16 shows the counts of cloud-cloud collisions in velocity bins, over all the runs, and
integrated over the entire 150 Myr run times. The lowest number of collisions occurs in the 20°
inclination runs for both 500 pc and 10 kpc impact offsets. As the inclination is increased, so
too is the total number of collisions. The trend of increasing number of collisions is consistent
with expectations based on such simple geometric considerations. When the rotation planes of
each galaxy are no longer similar, gas cloud orbits end up in a much more chaotic distribution
increasing the likelihood of cloud-cloud collisions. We also expect that the low inclination runs
should produce a heightened number of shocks with velocities of several hundred km s−1, since the
counter-rotating discs leads to larger shock velocities. Figure 3.16 a) shows that the 500 pc impact
offset, 20° inclination run does produce the most shocks in the several hundred km s−1 range. The
10 kpc offset runs in frame b) do not show a heightened number of 500 km s−1 shocks. However,
Figure 3.17 does show the 10 kpc 20° run produces some of the highest fractions of shocks with
velocities greater than 100 km s−1.
We find a surprising result in the distributions of upstream (pre-shock) velocity of colliding
clouds - each run follows a similar form when normalized to the total number of collisions that
occurred. Figure 3.17 shows the normalized distributions of nine runs stacked together. This
implies, independent of collision offset and inclination, that for each high velocity shock there are
a proportional number of lower velocity shocks. Figure 3.18 shows the distribution of shock Mach
numbers within colliding clouds that occur within 10 Myr time intervals for 500 pc offset runs of
various inclinations. This reveals that the total distribution is not created from the main collision,
rather the form takes shape after some time ( 20 Myr) has passed and turbulence can build up the
lower end of the graph. This also shows us that every run produces continued turbulence for the
entire 150 Myr run time. The red curves show collisions which happen during the direct collision
between the galaxy discs. The green, blue and purple curves are 10 Myr time bins: 60-70, 100-110,
140-150 Myr, respectively. The lower the inclination the more unformed the red time bin becomes.
Figure 3.19, shows the distribution of upstream shock velocities over time, measured in the frame
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of the shocks. Heightened counts of upstream velocities greater than 100 km s−1 are indicative
of large scale collision events, such as the initial collision between the two galactic gas discs. For
the higher inclinations there is no singular global collision event across the galaxies since it now
takes nearly 10 Myr for the disc of G2 to pass entirely through G1. This results in a smoother
distribution of upstream velocities in the red time bin as the inclination is increased. We can also
see a quicker build up in the lower end of the shock distribution as inclination is increased. The
90° case seems to lock in nearly immediately.
Seen in red in figure 3.18, 20-30 Myr into the integration when the galaxies make their nearest
approaches there is clearly a heightened number of shocks at the highest velocities. The lower
20° inclination shows the highest fraction of shocks in this 20-30 Myr time bin. This distribution
weakens slightly with time in every run, but there is still a substantial number of collisions occurring
120 Myr after the disc on disc collisions.
Appleton et al. (2019a) analyzed shock distributions in ALMA observations of the Taffy Galaxies
and found that, “a significant amount of the high-velocity component of the bridge gas was consistent
with shocks with velocities of 200-300 km s−1.” Frame a of figure 3.18, in red, shows the 10-20 Myr
time bin after the gas discs have collided. Shown in figure 3.19 are significantly heightened shock
counts between 200-300 km s−1. In the same ALMA data the molecular material was found to be
highly disturbed; clumps in the filaments contained broad line widths of 80-150 km s−1. When
separating the shocks by ISM phase (here density and temperature), we see that during the same
10-20 Myr post-collision time bin there is a peak in the counts near 100 km s−1 for the H2 gas.
Cloud temperature distributions and shock counts over time for the 500 pc impact offset runs
are shown in figure 3.20. The collision rate, in black, shows a quick rise to a peak, which occurs
as the gas discs pass through one another. Only in the 65° inclination is there no semblance of a
peak in the collision rate. Instead, there is a rapid increase to a constant rate for about 50 Myr
before a return to a slowly increasing collision rate. After the discs make their initial impact the
number of collisions per time falls to a reduced rate. In grey the number of collisions that exceed
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.16 Total count of cloud collisions over the entire 150 Myr run time, with velocity
bin size of 1 km s−1. a) 500 pc impact offset runs with inclinations as follows,
dark red 20°, red 45°, orange 65°, yellow 90°. b) 10 kpc offset runs with
inclinations: green 20°, light turquoise 45°, light blue 65°, dark blue 90°, purple
90° inclination with G2 rotated 90° on y-axis.
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Figure 3.17 Counts of cloud collisions normalized to the total number of collisions that
occur in the run over the entire 150 Myr run time, the velocity bin size is 1
km s−1. 500 pc offsets with inclinations: dark red 20°, red 45°, orange 65°,
yellow 90°, 10 kpc offsets with inclinations, green 20°, light turquoise 45°, light
blue 65°, dark blue 90°, purple 90° inclination with G2 rotated 90° about the
z-axis.
250 km s−1 can be seen to closely track the total collision rate after the disc on disc collision, which
is consistent with the Mach distributions shown in figure 3.18.
In the light purple curve we see the fraction of gas clouds with temperatures between 150 and
1,000 K, grows extremely quickly. None of the gas in the galaxies is initially in this temperature bin,
so this large fraction of gas clouds can only come from cloud collisions that have cooled. The fraction
of the hottest gas, T > 106K, in the red curve, quickly increases to a maximum gas fraction during
the disc on disc collision. The hot gas fraction then decreases to the initial fraction after 50-70 Myr,
before increasing again at a slower rate from bridge turbulence. In the lower inclination collisions
where shock velocities are slightly elevated, we see that the fraction of the hot gas phase decreases
more slowly. Interestingly, the temperature bin shown by the orange curve, 20, 000 < T < 106K,
is never decreasing. Changes in the orange temperature bin precedes the green bin by about 5
Myr and the light purple bin by about 25 Myr. The delay between the orange, green, and light
purple bin shows the approximate average cooling times between each bin of temperature. Many
of the gas clouds are in the green bin at the end of the run, with 10, 000 < T < 20, 000K. These
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.18 Each point is the number of shocks in a given Mach number bin, with bins of
width one unit. Color indicates collisions that occur within a 10 Myr period.
Red 20-30 Myr, green 60-70 Myr, blue 100-110 Myr and purple 140-150 Myr.
All frames are 500 pc offset runs with a) 20°, b) 45°, c) 65°, and d) 90°
inclinations. The Mach numbers are determined by the speeds at which gas
flows across the shock wave in the frame of the shock.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.19 Each point is the number of shocks in a given upstream velocity bin, with
bins of width 1 km s−1. Color indicates collisions that occur within a 10
Myr period. Red 20-30 Myr, green 60-70 Myr, blue 100-110 Myr and purple
140-150 Myr. All frames are 500 pc offset runs with a) 20°, b) 45°, c) 65°, and
d) 90° inclinations. The upstream velocities are determined by the speeds at
which gas flows across the shock wave in the frame of the shock.
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are mostly gas clouds that have stopped net cooling, with the UV heating balancing the cooling.
When this occurs the only way for a cloud to change its temperature is through heating in further
collisions.
The pink line near the top of each graph shows the fraction of clouds that contain surviving
dust particles. Survival here is determined by whether or not they have sputtered below a grain
radius of 1 nm. Across all runs, much of the dust survives. The lowest fraction is 65% in the 500
pc offset 20° inclination collision.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.20 Cloud populations over time for 500 pc impact runs at different inclinations.
Frame a) is 20° b) 45° c) 65° d) 90° inclination. Colors: dark purple represents
gas clouds 50-150 K (H2 and CNM components initially in this bin), light
purple 150-103 K, blue 103−104 K (HI initially here), green 104−2× 104 K,
orange 2× 104−106 K (WNM initially here), red above 106 K (hot diffuse
initially), pink fraction of gas clouds where dust grains survive, black is the
percent of total shocks and grey is the percent of shocks above 250 km s−1 in
each 1 Myr time bin.
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3.4 Conclusion
Splash bridges are chaotic messy environments. We have developed an efficient sticky particle
simulation code with a variety of heating and cooling processes included to model their early
evolution and compare to observation. Generally, we find that inclination and impact offset effects
leave behind traceable global morphologies within chaotic bridges. Alternately, the observable
kinematics and turbulence within the bridges may be used to loosely trace back to the inclination
and offset impact parameters up to hundreds of Myr after the initial impact. For example, a
collision between two outer discs leaves behind a distinctly different splash bridge seen from most
line of sights than a low offset collision. In the remainder of this section we summarize more specific
results.
3.4.0.1 Bridge morphology
1. The low inclination collisions (< 20°) described above display some similar bridge structures
in the first 20 Myr of evolution to those modeled in Paper I, where we used a simpler ver-
sion of the simulation code. Later, the increased turbulence modeled here causes significant
deviations in splash bridge evolution.
2. Low inclination collisions with small impact offsets form a central bridge disc (CBD), a large
flat region of gas near the centre of mass of the two galaxies. Long twisted filaments fill the
rest of the splash bridge between the galaxies.
3. Low inclination collisions with large impact offsets produce long twisted sheets along with
filaments of gas between the two galaxies.
4. For collisions with inclinations of 45° to 90°, rarefaction and compression of large regions of
gas occurs after the discs collide. The centers of each galaxy pass one another at around 550
km s−1. This is much greater than the maximum rotational velocity of either galaxy which
is between 200-300km s−1. The rotation of G2 strengthens or weakens the initial collision
shocks and shapes the type of turbulence to follow. Gas clouds in G2 rotating with a positive
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z-direction component (parallel to the net G2 z-velocity), crash into G1 as the discs collide,
and initiate a pile-up in gas clouds from the two discs which causes many more collisions to
occur after the main disc-disc collision. This prevents these gas clouds from cooling. On the
other hand, gas clouds from G2 with negative z-velocities, impact at lower velocities, and are
subsequently rarefied when they fall back to G1. The increasing distance between gas clouds
prevents continued turbulence which allows these gas clouds to cool.
5. Gravitational tidal effects on the stellar discs produce stronger perturbations in the high
inclination collisions and are strongest in the 10 kpc offset inclined collisions (due to stronger
coupling with disc rotation). This leads to the stellar component appearing to blend with the
gas bridges in the 10 kpc offset runs 45°, 65°, and 90° inclination collisions along some lines
of sight. However, the gas bridge is still displaced from the stellar disc by varying amounts.
In no case does the stellar disc fully overlap the splash bridge.
3.4.0.2 Shock distributions and ISM populations
6. The distributions of cloud collision Mach numbers in colliding clouds relax to similar profile
forms in all nine runs. Specifically, independent of the impact parameter, each run when
normalized to the total number of collisions follows a very similar form for shocks with velocity
jumps ranging from 10 km s−1 to 200 km s−1. Above 200 km s−1 the spread between
distributions in different runs appears to grow.
7. The maximum shock velocities get smaller as the inclination between gas discs is increased.
But the overall number of collisions per time increases over a time 20 Myr after the gas discs
have passed one another.
8. The fraction of hot gas to total gas in the splash bridges decreases over time in all models after
the disc on disc collision. However from 0-20 Myr after the gas discs have collided turbulence
drives the hot gas fraction component up. At the end of each 150 Myr integration time the
fraction of hot gas is still increasing.
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9. The total number of collisions increases as inclination increases. This is due to the rotation
planes of each galaxy causing extra mixing of momentum in all directions in the splash
bridge. This heightened kinematic turbulence can be seen to increase the fraction of gas in
the permitted line cooling regime (T > 20, 000K). The strengthening turbulence in higher
inclination collisions lowers the overall HI fraction.
10. Recent ALMA observations (Appleton et al., 2019a) have resolved filamentary structure and
clumping of the HI gas across the bridge of the Taffy Galaxies. The inelastic collisions of the
multi-phase gas reproduces bridges with similar filament distributions.
11. In the time period 10-20 Myr after the gas discs have collided, we see a large portion of
upstream shock velocities above 200 km s−1 for low inclination cases. This is consistent with
the observed emission of Appleton et al. (2019a), which indicates a high velocity component
of 200-300 km s−1 in the Taffy galaxies.
12. The high density of the H2 component in our initial discs results in lower shock velocities than
200-300 km s−1, when such clouds are hit by a lower density component at high velocity. As a
result, most molecular material that collides experiences upstream shock velocities consistent
with the 80-150 km s−1 observed in the Taffy.
Given the overall qualitative agreement with the well-studied Taffy system, we expect that these
models will be very useful in studying other systems with direct collisions between gas-rich discs.
We further hope they will stimulate the acquisition of new, multi-wavelength observations of such
systems.
3.5 Stellar Discs
Stellar discs have been modelled with the same code except with collisions turned off, shown in
figures 3.21 and 3.22. This is to highlight the gravitational effects on the discs. Comparing these
discs to the splash bridges shows us that in no model does the stellar disc trace out the kinematic
evolution of the gas. In low inclinations we see no stellar component where the splash bridge is
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located. For high 90° inclinations G2 does produce large tidal tails, however, they are still displaced
by several kpc from where the splash bridge resides.
3.6 Effects of Particle Resolution
We have computed four 20° inclination runs with different cloud sizes. The cloud sizes determine
the effective spatial resolution of the runs. We present snap shots of each resolution at 30 Myr
in figure 3.23 and 123.2 Myr in figure 3.24. The overall morphology of each bridge is not lost as
resolution changes. The temperature and density histories of the gas clouds in each bridge remain
consistent across this range of resolutions as well.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.21 Stellar discs for the 500 pc offset collisions, inclinations are a) 20°, b) 45°, c)
65°, d) 90°.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.22 Stellar discs for the 10 kpc offset collisions, inclinations are a) 20°, b) 45°, c)
65°, d) 90°.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.23 Cloud temperature distributions in different resolution (initial cloud size)
models all shown at t = 30 Myr. Resolutions are a) 70 pc, b) 140 pc, c)
200 pc and d) 500 pc.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.24 Cloud temperature distributions in different resolution (initial cloud size)
models all shown at t = 123.2 Myr. Resolutions are a) 70 pc, b) 140 pc,
c) 200 pc and d) 500 pc.
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CHAPTER 4. STAR FORMATION
Observations of interacting galaxy systems show a full range of star formation scenarios. In
a system like the Taffy galaxies there is very little visible star formation. In other systems, such
as Arp 194, there are massive star forming clumps spread between the two interacting galaxies.
What is not yet clear is whether or not a Taffy-like system will continue to show suppressed star
formation, or if it is developing into a system like Arp 194. Star formation may be a consequence
of all direct gas-rich galaxy collisions, where the impact parameters decide only the delay to when
star formation occurs. Alternatively, for some impact parameters shock heating and turbulence in
the gas may be enough to prevent stars from ever forming at a significant rate.
4.1 The Method
As a note, once gas clouds collapse they may form stars and those stars therefore should move
without collision. For this analysis we have not redone the gas kinematics from chapter 3 to account
for new collisionless star particles forming from the gas. A future analysis can be done to better
track the kinematics of newly formed stars in the splash bridge. The results presented here are
focused on if and when star formation occurs in splash bridges which is unaffected by this caveat.
Our approach to star formation is similar to that employed by the FIRE group where we test
clouds against a critical Jean parameter, Hopkins et al. (2018). Using the density and temperature
of gas clouds in our models we apply equation (4.1) to calculate the Jean’s length (λJeans) criteria
for each. A value of 53 is taken for the heat capacity ratio γ, µ is the average molecular weight
in the gas, ρ the gas cloud mass density, mh the mass of hydrogen, G the gravitational constant
and T is the gas temperature. If a gas cloud’s radius exceeds that of its current Jean’s length
the cloud begins gravitational collapse. The gravitational free fall time is then only dependent on
the cloud’s density (ρ) and is given by equation (4.2). Our initial phase of H2 is gravitationally
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unstable, though this phase only accounts for less than 10 percent of the total gas in each galaxy.
For the plots here we are only allowing clouds to begin collapsing once they have encountered a
cloud-cloud collision.
λJeans =
√
15kBT
4πGµmhρ
. (4.1)
tfreefall =
√
3
2πGρ
. (4.2)
4.2 Distributions of Gas Instability in Splash Bridges
The cloud collapse rates over time are shown in figure 4.1 for collisions of differing inclination
and offset. The rate at which shocked clouds are collapsing is shown in black. In light grey is the
collapse rate for any unstable clouds. These differ significantly because our H2 phase is initially
unstable to gravitational collapse. The immediate collapse of the H2 ISM phase delays the cloud
collapse after the disk-disk collision by a few Myr only in the cases of the 45° and greater inclinations.
In the figure the counts are normalized to the total number of gas clouds, which for these runs is
108,221 particles. Collapse is considered complete once the free fall time has been completed.
The cloud collapse rates peak when the gas disks collide, which is followed by an approximately
30 Myr delay before a second peak in cloud collapses occurs. For inclinations of 45° or more, over
the same 30 Myr period after the disk-disk collision, the cloud collapse rate is reduced and constant.
The figures 4.2 to 4.6 show snapshots with color coded cloud collapse information. The time
since the disk-disk collision is listed in the top right of each panel of these figures. The azimuth and
elevation of the point of view is given in the bottom left of each panel of all of figures 4.2 to 4.6.
The azimuth and elevation view coordinates are the same as those defined in the previous chapter.
These figures show that nearly all of the 100 pc diameter gas clouds involved in the direct disk-disk
collisions eventually reach the Jean’s limit for gravitational collapse. This implies splash bridges,
regardless of impact parameter, should trigger star formation. The impact parameters do affect
the detailed star formation histories.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1 Cloud collapse rates versus time. The y-axis is the fraction of total clouds
collapsed in a given time bin and the x-axis is simulation time in Myr. Centers
of each galaxy pass one another around 25 Myr simulation time. Collapsed gas
clouds are placed into 1 Myr time bins. Shown in black are gas clouds that
are not allowed to collapse until they undergo a cloud-cloud collision. In light
grey is the cloud collapse rate if gas clouds are allowed to collapse regardless
of collision.
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Low inclination collisions are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 at an age of 30 Myr. This age is
chosen since it is the upper age estimate for the time since the disk-disk collision for the Taffy
Galaxy system occurred. The low inclination collisions do not produce many cloud collapses in the
bridge before 20 Myr. But, seen in blue, there are several massive clumps that complete collapse
between 20 and 30 Myr in the centers of the bridge. All of the blue clouds would be ready to start
forming stars across the bridge. There is a sizeable amount of gas that has not finished collapse
by 30 Myr, though not enough to fully explain the absence of star formation in the Taffy bridge.
There is an approximately 3 kpc region of gas colored yellow in panel a) of figure 4.3 just below
the upper galaxy G2. This region of gas finished collapsing 10 Myr after the collision and is in a
similar position to the active dense region of H2 seen in the Taffy bridge. As a general trend, low
inclination collisions produce the most delayed cloud collapses in a splash bridge after two galaxy
disks collide.
An interesting pattern of cloud collapse is seen in panel b) of figure 4.2. There are several rings
of particles with different cloud collapse times. From the center of the galaxy outward there is
a >40 Myr ring, 30 Myr clumpy ring, 10 Myr yellow ring and finally another >40 Myr old ring.
These rings look to be contained in a single disk however, panel a) of the same figure shows this
system edge on. One of the >40 Myr old rings along with the 30 Myr ring are in the center of the
bridge. The outer >40 Myr ring is G2 ringing outward. The final 10 Myr ring is in the disk of G1
as well as just below the disk of G2. In figure 4.3 there are still some rings of cloud collapse but
the 20° inclination causes a several Myr delay in cloud collapse across the gas disk.
The higher relative disk inclinations of 45°, 65° and 90° are shown in figures 4.4 to 4.5. At these
inclinations there is a great spread in cloud collapse times. Many more stars are shown forming
before the disk-disk collision. This is because the inclination leads to one edge of the gas disk of
G1 to intersect with G2 several million years before the center of G1 will pass G2.
Figure 4.7 shows a low and high inclination 10 kpc offset collision at two later times. This shows
the re-accretion occurring back onto G1 and G2. Previously this gas was only considered to be
reheated as it falls back onto the two galaxies, but it should be noted much of the gas clouds have
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.2 Collisions with relative disk inclinations of 20°. Panels a) and b) are 500 pc
offset collisions. Panels c) and d) are 10 kpc offset collisions. Color indicates
when clouds finish collapse. Pink >10 Myr before disk-disk collision, red within
10 Myr before disk-disk collision. Yellow 0 to 10, green 10 to 20, blue 20 to 30,
purple 30 to 120 Myr after the disk-disk collision. Black dots indicate clouds
that will collapse but have not yet. Light grey dots (barely visible) are clouds
that do not collapse.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3 Collisions with relative disk inclinations of 20°. Panels a) and b) are 500 pc
offset collisions. Panels c) and d) are 10 kpc offset collisions. Color indicates
when clouds finish collapse. Color is explained in figure 4.2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4 Collisions with relative disk inclinations of 20°. Panels a) and b) are 500 pc
offset collisions. Panels c) and d) are 10 kpc offset collisions. Color indicates
when clouds finish collapse. Color is explained in figure 4.2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.5 Collisions with relative disk inclinations of 20°. Panels a) and b) are 500 pc
offset collisions. Panels c) and d) are 10 kpc offset collisions. Color indicates
when clouds finish collapse. Color is explained in figure 4.2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.6 Collisions with relative disk inclinations of 20°. Panels a) and b) are 500 pc
offset collisions. Panels c) and d) are 10 kpc offset collisions. Color indicates
when clouds finish collapse. Color is explained in figure 4.2.
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become gravitationally unstable and have completed a free fall time before the accretion happens.
We predict various aged groups of stars to be infalling with the gas left over from star formation.
In the 60 Myr panels of a) and b) a massive tens of kpc long filament seen in black still has not
produced stars. This filament of gas clouds will finish collapse nearly 80 Myr after the disk-disk
collision. The unstable clouds in the bridge of gas shown in figure 4.7 is similar to the observed
star forming regions in Arp 194.
Figure 4.8 is a 30 Myr old splash bridge formed from a glancing collision between two galaxies.
This collision reached 1000 km s−1 up from a collision velocity of 650 km s−1 in the other runs. The
increase in collision velocity delays much of the gas cloud collapse for 50 Myr after the disk-disk
collision. For comparison, the low inclination models whose disks collided at 650 km s−1 delayed
gas cloud collapse for 20-30 Myr. Panel d) shows the fractional gas cloud collapse rate over time
for this collision. The 50 Myr delay in gas cloud collapses is clearly seen as the secondary peak in
the graph. The shape of this bridge is very similar to panel c) which shows the collision at an age
of 106.8 Myr, by which time most of the collapsed gas clouds have accreted back onto one of the
two galaxies. There is a good number of gas clouds that collapse within the first 10 Myr after the
disk-disk collision located in a 5kpc size region right by the disk of G2. The region is highlighted
in panel b) of figure 4.8. This sparsely populated clump of collapsed clouds is in a similar location
as the clump observed by UGC 12915. Yet, this bridge is still not a perfect example of the Taffy
bridge since there are some collapse gas clouds below G1 as well, although these clouds collapsed
10 Myr before the disk-disk collision. Much of the collapsed gas clouds are completely surrounded
by other stable gas clouds, which could aid in obscuring diffuse star formation through the bridge.
The morphology of the splash bridge for a face-on collision that comes in at a 45° angle does not
look like the other low offset collisions. For one, a prominent central bridge disk does not form and
neither does a ring of gas in the bridge. The main gas disks of G1 and G2 do however still ring out.
Visually, it more closely resembles the face-on 10 kpc offset collisions. The only way to untangle
the two may be through careful analysis of their line of sight velocity distributions. There seems
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.7 10 kpc offset runs. Panel a) and c) are 20° inclination collisions and panel b)
and d) are 90° inclination collisions. Color indicates when clouds finish collapse.
Color is explained in figure 4.2.
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to be more rotational motion in the glancing collision than in the 10 kpc offset face-on collision.
Velocities for this system are provided in appendix A.2.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.8 This collision was set up with G2 20 kpc up the y axis and 20 kpc up the z
axis from G1 and the disks are not initially inclined to one another. Also for
this run the gas disks impact one another at 1000km s−1. The initial velocity
of G2 was set to 350 km/s in the -y direction and 350 km/s in the -z direction.
G1 is above G2 in these frames, different than before. Color in panel a), b),
and c), indicates when clouds finish collapse. Color is explained in figure 4.2.
Panel d) is the fractional cloud collapse rate versus time, to be compared with
figure 4.1.
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4.3 Discussion
This model provides evidence that gravitational gas cloud collapse can be delayed in splash
bridges for at least 20 Myr after the collision between two gas-rich galaxies. Depending on the
parameters there may be enough thermal energy put into a splash bridge to delay gravitational
instabilities up to 70 Myr. In the more extreme cases much of this gas will have already accreted
back onto one of the galaxies before star formation should be observable. The many newly formed
splash bridge stars may be made of gas from both the host and companion galaxy. The mixed
splash bridge gas can possibly produce stars distinct in metals, enough so to be sorted out from
stars forming from gas not removed from the disk.
Much of a splash bridge can disperse before ever being illuminated by star light. To know the
true prevalence of splash bridges, wide field observations in radio or CO emission must be done
between suspected interacting galaxies. Star formation may be there in time to hint at the presence
of a massive amount of gas currently without a galaxy, but not always. In single pass collisions
massive amounts of gas never accreted back onto one of the galactic disks can be displaced over 20
Kpc from either galaxy before signs of star formation begin. The amount of gas involved in star
formation can reach dwarf galaxy mass ranges > 109M.
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL SUMMARY
5.1 General conclusion
Detailed conclusions on the results of this work may be found in sections 2.6 and 3.4. In
summary, splash bridges play an important role in the gas evolution of directly interacting galaxy
disks. Modeling a multi-phase ISM in galaxy interactions is important for predicting the future
kinematics and state of the gas. A high fraction of the gas in the colliding galaxy system can be
removed from either galaxy disk. Depending on the impact parameters of the two galaxies this gas
may reaccrete or be permanently isolated from either disk. The isolated gas would either disperse
into the intergalactic medium (IGM) or clump together forming a possible depending on the density
and temperature state of the gas and the local IGM environment.
This code has provided us with evidence for continuing turbulence in the gas of splash bridges.
The cascade of shocks that are produced after the disk-disk collision are comparable to observations
of the Taffy Galaxies, Appleton et al. (2019b). The initial collision produces high upstream shock
velocities of 200-600 km s−1. After a few million years the upstream velocity strength weakens
to the order of 100 km s−1 shocks. The lower end of the upstream shock velocity distribution (<
100 km s−1) drives the turbulence in splash bridges. The shock and cooling processes in this code
also produce phases of ISM consistent with the hot (> 106 K) and cold (< 104 K) phases in UGC
12914/5.
General global characteristics of splash bridge morphology can be traced back to the initial
disk-disk collision parameters. Low inclination (< 10) low offset (< 20% disk radius) collisions will
produce a large flat regions of gas with a prominent region near the center-of-mass of the galaxy
system. This structure is named a central bridge disk (CBD), and may contain up to half of the
system gas. Increasing the collisional offset stretches the flat regions of gas into sheets or filaments
that slowly twist-up over time. The lifetime of the hot phases of ISM depends on the strength of
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the splash bridge turbulence. Inclination plays a strong role in increasing the amount of turbulence
following the galaxy disk-disk collision. Inclinations beginning around 30 and up lead to form a
temperature gradient in the splash bridge material. A compression of distance between clouds on
one side of the bridge allow turbulence to maintain hot gas for up to 70 Myr. A rarefaction between
clouds on the other side of the bridge will occur allowing clouds to cool by 20 Myr.
It is known from the Taffy Galaxies (UGC 12914/5) that star formation may be delayed for
timescales of 30 Myr or longer, despite large amounts of dense gas there. This means simple
optical observations of interacting galaxies may miss a large portion of what is occurring. The
Taffy Galaxies were discovered first by observing hydrogen radio continuum between the two gas-
rich disks. For the first 10 Myr young splash bridges will produce strong X-ray emitting gas.
This is predicted to begin to weaken as the initial strong shocks weaken into a cascade of lower
level turbulence. By an approximate bridge age of 20 Myr some of the gas will have begun cooling,
transitioning through Bremsstrahlung, hydrogen permitted line emission, CO and into CII emission,
and molecular hydrogen emission. Heated gas can cool within a few million years, though the
turbulence of the splash bridge can maintain million degree Kelvin temperatures and delay much
of the cold gas emission for up to 70 Myr.
Our model predicts most of the gas clouds in splash bridges eventually cross the Jean instability.
Delay to gravitation instability most strongly depends on the heating of the gas through shocks. To
keep the multiple phases of the ISM in gas rich galaxies stable for 25 Myr after a disk-disk collision,
initial upstream shock velocities of order 500 km s−1 are required. In low inclination models the
continuing turbulence is not enough to prevent much of the ISM from becoming unstable while
cooling. In high inclinations the turbulence is strong enough to delay gas cloud instability for a
further 40 Myr in the most extreme cases. If a more violent initial disk-disk collision were to occur,
increasing initial shocks to 800-1000 km s−1, there would be enough initial heating to keep much of
the splash bridge ISM stable for over 50 Myr even ignoring further contributions from turbulence.
Timescales for cloud instabilities in the splash bridges from low inclination collisions indicate
most clouds do not finish collapsing until 20 Myr after the main gas disk-disk collision. This is
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nearly enough time to explain why the Taffy Galaxies who’s age is estimated between 20 and 30
Myr and is not yet showing significant star formation. Magnetic field support in clouds or stronger
gas turbulence on smaller scales could also further delay star formation and bring us even closer to
understanding the limited amount of star formation observable.
5.2 Future research
This code may be adapted to study a variety of other types of galaxy collisions. More than two
disks may be created to study a cluster environment of galaxy collisions or one galaxy could be
scaled down to represent a dwarf galaxy collisions with a Milky Way type galaxy. Work may also
be done with this code to study the affect collisional parameters have on how much splash bridge
material is distributed to the IGM, re-accreted or formed into an isolated gaseous object.
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APPENDIX. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL
A.1 Gas cooling timescales
Gas cooling time tables for gas cooling from varying initial temperature and densities are pro-
vided in figure A.1. In frame a) of figure A.1 gas is cooled only until T=20,000K. Here the only
gas that does not cool within 10 Gyr is seen in the top left of the plot. This gas is slow to cool
since it is extremely hot and diffuse.
In frame b) of figure A.1 the gas is cooled until it reaches a temperature of 150K. A large
portion of the initial density and temperature parameter space cannot reach temperatures of 150K.
Much of the dark red regions that are developed in frame b) are due to the gas reaching the critical
density for CII cooling. In the sub T<20,000K regime the other cooling processes of dust grain
cool and adiabatic expansion are not strong enough to over come the constant UV heating without
CII cooling.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.1 Time for gas of varying initial temperature and density to cool down to a)
20,000K and b) 150K shown by the color bar on the right of each figure.
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A.2 Line of sight velocities of splash bridges.
The line of sight velocities shown here are relative to the center-of-mass velocity of the galaxy
system. Negative implies blue-shift out of the page and positive velocities are red-shifts into the
page. These velocity maps may be useful for determining the type of splash bridge from observa-
tional data. The azimuth and elevation of the point of view is given on the bottom right and the
age of the system in the top left of each panel of figures A.2 to A.25. The azimuth and elevation
coordinates are taken from the standard used in Matlab’s plot view function. Figures A.2 to A.12
are 500 pc offset collisions of inclinations of 0°, 20°, 45°, 65° and 90° at ages of 30 Myr and 60 Myr,
respectively. Figures A.13 to A.23, are 10 kpc offset collisions over the same inclination angles and
ages. Figures A.24 and A.25, are a glancing collision between the disks. The gas disks of each
galaxy collide mostly face on but G2 approaches G1 from above at an angle of 45°, this collision
is unique in velocity structure but produces a similar morphology splash bridge to a 10 kpc low
inclination collision.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.2 500 pc offset - 0° inclination collision. The color indicates the velocity bin for
the gas clouds line of sight velocity. The velocity bins in km s−1 are as follows,
indigo < −400, blue -400 to -300, light blue -300 to -200, light green -200 to
-100, green -100 to 0, yellow 0 to 100, orange 100 to 200, orange-red 200 to
300, red 300 to 400, crimson >400.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.3 500 pc offset - 0° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.4 500 pc offset - 20° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.5 500 pc offset - 20° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.6 500 pc offset - 45° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.7 500 pc offset - 45° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.8 500 pc offset - 65° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.9 500 pc offset - 65° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.10 500 pc offset - 90° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.11 500 pc offset - 90° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.12 10 kpc offset - 0° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.13 10 kpc offset - 0° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.14 10 kpc offset - 20° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.15 10 kpc offset - 20° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.16 10 kpc offset - 45° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.17 10 kpc offset - 45° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.18 10 kpc offset - 65° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.19 10 kpc offset - 65° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.20 10 kpc offset - 90° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.21 10 kpc offset - 90° inclination collision. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for
the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.22 10 kpc offset - 90° inclination collision but with G2 rotated 90° about the z
axis. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.23 10 kpc offset - 90° inclination collision but with G2 rotated 90° about the z
axis. Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.24 A glancing collision. Set up with G2 20 kpc up the y axis and 20 kpc up the
z axis from G1 and the disks are not initially inclined to one another. Also
for this run the gas disks impact one another at 1000 km s−1. The initial
velocity of G2 was set to 350 km/s in the -y direction and 350 km/s in the
-z direction. G1 is above G2 in these frames, different than all other figures.
Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for the velocity range of each color.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure A.25 A glancing collision. Set up with G2 20 kpc up the y axis and 20 kpc up the
z axis from G1 and the disks are not initially inclined to one another. Also
for this run the gas disks impact one another at 1000 km s−1. The initial
velocity of G2 was set to 350 km/s in the -y direction and 350 km/s in the
-z direction. G1 is above G2 in these frames, different than all other figures.
Refer to the caption of figure A.2 for the velocity range of each color.
